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.. ABSTRACT . 
\ 
The li):hologies present in. the 11ambier Area ar.e descr i bed, a 
I . . ,. 
dequence of lithQfacies 
(" ' . ./ ~ explain the evolution of 
units is defined, and a simpli5tic model to 
. . ~ 
the rocks jn the area is proposed. As a 
general~ption the rocks dip towards the northeast a'nd bec'ome younger 
. . . 
in that'direct~on . The ba~e-of t he sequence consists of bas i c ( Komat i~tic) 
lavas, ;and thi's is ov'erlaifl by.basic pyroclast i c volcanic rocks . . Tm·1ards 
t~1d ·of th.e basic pyr,oc.l as tic stag~ a ~en~e .of yci d vo 1 cani sm . , 
· ~"eloped., a~ the sulphide deposits can tre r!? l ated ·to,exhalite .~ctivi_ty 
d'uri .ng_ .the ·:a-~g ~tCiges of acid .velcanism. The tennination of basic 
. . 
pyroclastic volcani-sm was fqllowed:.by depbsition of a sequence of -bhic 
• , • • ~ 4 ~ 
vo l'canogen.i c sediment. and/or .waterlain tuff, •:and .. extrusion .of l~cal 
. _. • P.illovi lav.a uni.ts. Abund~r.t ·pasic intrusions may be contemporan~us with 
~ . · t11e build-up r the volcani 'd pile. The vo l canic seque'nce \vas . 
~ intrude;d b~Burl.ington · ~ranod.io~ite on the ~1est, and· Cape Brule"' 
9 
:.- ~o·rpl~?'ry on th(-e~s t. 
• .I 
All' the rocks in the area· have been subj~ted to pofyphas~: 





·first ·.two 'deformations involved intense strain ·with 1-< K <. 00, ·and 
' 
,, 
large fo·ld ~tructures were recognise'd rela t ing to· the second and t hird 
def.ormatjon episodes. The shape. and or ientat·i.on of the sulphi.de 
' • . . . . 
deposits h~ve- been mod~d duri!)g defonnation; and the' · ore deposits 
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i i • ~ \, 
·, 
--the defonnation ellipsoid. 
. ' 
., 
· <· The Ming ore' body · js a· Cu,-Ao, A.g.?earin·g su.lph.ide\dep~sit, and 
' . ·. 
occurs at the top of the aeid volcanic ·rock· ·unit iii the area . The 
. • '> .. ·• 
... . . . . \ . 
settfngs ~ of the othe~ de,p~si~ . in the ar!la.ar~\al so c~nsi,dered and ·it 
, ... ('. -
is concluded that the .hide cfeposits are akin·· .to Ar.checlll or Kuroko 
. ' . \ 
type de.P.OS i t s . l . 
' · 
.. 
- -\..~' ·' .. ' . ~ . . 
. . 
. . 
.. .... ·. 
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fragments of massive pyrite ore in a c,halcopyrite rich 
matrix, fragments exhibit chalcopyrite filled fractures 
·' · which tend to ·fonn perpendicular, to the long axis of the 
. . 
fragments. Mi ng Ore Deposit ..... . .. : ......... . .... 1• • • • • • 88 · 
Plate 35 
. . 
Pl at'e 36 :.. 
Massive pyrite ore. Idiomorphic pyrite grains i·n : 
contact with chalcopyrite (light giey), sphalerite ·. 
(medium .. gr.ey) and gangue .(dark grey to black), note 
· i.nclusions of sphal.erite and gangue vJithin the pyr.ite 
---.. ....•. ,. 
. . grains; plane light, x 24. M~ng Ore . Deposit ............ . 
Massive pyritic ore. ~yrite grains show triple junction 
grai~. intersections ·an'd curved grain boundaries .. Matrix 
is. compri~ed of g§lena (light grey) and silic~tes (dark 
grey); x 20. Ming Ore Deposit ............... . ... . . .. ... . 
Pl~te 37 - B~e~~ia ore. In~ividual pyrite grains (white) and 
aggregates of pyrite grains with a tendency to polygonal 
grain outline's in·a matrix of. chalcop.)'rite .( l.ight grey) 
and gangue (dar~ grey to black); Mjng Ore Deposit, 
plane . ligh~,_-x 16. Sample from margin of bre.ccia 
91 
fra·gment . . . • ...... ... ... ; ............. ... . . ... . : .......... · 92 
.. 
Plate 38 - Pyrite porphyroblasts. A- hand specimen. 8 ~polished 
section showing individual pyrit~ crystal (white) in a · 
chalcopyrite rich matrix (light grey). Sphalerite (med. 
grey), and gangue (black) is pre.sent; note inclusions 
of ch~lcopyrite, sphalerite and gangue in the pyrite · 
porp~roblasts, and also the slightly rounded corners ~f 
. the porphyrob 1 as t; Mi ng Ore bepos it, x 10 ...•......... :. 92 
Plate 39 -
. . 
Elongate lehses of chalcopyrite consisting uf a mosaic 
of grains showin~ at hdency to polygonal outline; 
i ntervening lenses of pyrrhot i te (medium grey) are 
present; the straigh linei are scratches on.the 
polished surface. Mi ·Ore Oeposit., crossed polars~ 
.x . 16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . . . 
Plate 40;---~Porphyroblas.t of magnetite in a massive pyrite ore ;· 
fragment in breccia ore, · note numerous inclusions of firie 
grained pyrite (white), _of chalcopyrite (1 ight grey), arid 
97 
_-~. of gangue (black) in the porphyroblasts. Large white . 
crystal_in the top left of the picture is arsenopyrite; 
Ming Ore Deposit, plane light, x 16 ...... . ...... ,.{~· ...... . 97 
• 
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F fold of massive pyrite ore _and of hangingwall tuff (~harp contact). Axial planar fractures are developed 
in the massive o~e and are filled with chalcopyrite, 
thes~ are illustrated in detail on Plate 42:-'•·vSmall 
elol'lg~'te pyrite, grains help to define s2 ~n the tuff ..... 
Detai·l of chalcopyrite filled fracture (white) . (axial 
planar to F3 fol~ illustrated in Plate '41). Pyrite in 
massive pyr1te ore exhibits polygonal grain outlines 
(MP ); individual grains of polygonal-pyrite are pre~ent in a chalcopyrite (light grey) matrix. The 
chalcopyrite exhibits twin lamellae and -polygonal 
grain outlines. Sphalerite {me~. ·grey) and gan~ue are 
present as grains in the chalcopyrite matrix, and a 
1 ate gangue fi 11 ed fracture is present. Mi ng Ore · 









1. 1 Location and Access 
~ The thesis area consists of t~e mining property of Consolidated 
. ' . 
Rambler Mines ·Ltd (henceforth descri~ed as the Rambler Area), located 
., .·. 
approximately six iniles east·of Bai~ ·verte, Newfoundland!· (~ig. 1). The 
centre of the area lies ·at 49°54' l'atitude, and 56°05' longitude. 
Access is from the La Scie Road w~ich runs from Route 414 two miles 
south of Baie Verte eastwards to La Scie . 
Access within the property is provided by service roads to th~ 
' 
mines, and by trails to drill sites ~nd prospetts ~ Lines have been. cut 
·• 
over nluch of the area, a-nd. all sectors of the pro_perty are within one 
mile of the ' service roads~* 
::-;. -t . 
1 ~ 2 Physiography and Outcrop 
The ·central part of the Rambler Area is relativeTy flat lying 
averaging 150 metres in elevation; the northern part is characterised by 
low lying hills and valleys, while the southern part of the ~rea is 
. 
bounded to the south. by a large ridge which ~ises to 250 metres in 
elevation. Forty percent of the area -is covered by pon_ds and bog, the 
rest i~ heavily forested, mainly by spruce .. 
A ~over of glacial drift averaging 2 metres in thickness occurs 
' 
over the ent.i re area and outcrop under natural' conditions is less than 









. . ~ 
& 
and exploration on the property has resulted in a considerable amount 
of overburden stripp~ng and trenching in several areas. Road and power 
.line construction within the property has provided.sever_al sections vlith 
. ~ -
lPP to 57', outcrop• Rockexpo~ures are generally .. s.ma:fl, and the .more 
resistan~ rock types are fav6ured. 
\- ' 
1.3 · Tectonic Setting 
The Island of Newfoundland forms the north-eastern margin of the 
exposed Appalachian structural province. Williams (1964) and Williams 
et al. (1970) recognize three major Lower Pa·leozoic tectonic belts in 
Nel'lfoundland (Fig. 1), these are· the Weste'rn Platform (Kay,.l967), t t~ 
Central Mobile Belt, ana the Avalon P lat~orm (K~y and Colb~rt, ~965) . 
The Central Mobile Belt,corrsists p~edominantly . of Eocambrian and Lower 
Paleozoic variably deformed and metamorphosed volcanic ahd sedimentary 
sequences, locally underlain by gneissic~asement>and is flanked on both 
sides by less deformed Lower Paleozoic p·latformal sequence's which lie 
on Pre~ambri an 11 basement 11 rocks. The basement to the Wes-tern Plat form 
consists· of the Long Range . Complex and its equtva~?ents (Grenvillian), 
·while the basement to the Paleozoic platfor al sequences in the Avalon 
. I 
Platform consists of mildly deformed canic and 
metasedimentary rocks, no crystalline basement has been rec'ognized on 
the Avalon Platform. The Canadian Appa1achians were further subdivided 
• 
on . the basis of Late Precambrian to Lower Ordovi~ian depositional and 
. ' . 
structural histories. into nine tectonostratigraphic zones (Williams 
' 
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FIG. 1 location of Consolidated Hambler 
the i' .. ppal achfan Belt, a.nd 
i-lillians et a.l . ( 1974) 
.t'.a.p of ~·l~·.rfoundlm'i sho\.r..nG the 
Hines. th~? !:'..3.,ior subdivisions of 






zones for the l'le1·1found.land Appal .. ac~1ians, (Williams ~J..., 1974). The 
. 
prc:;ent study area lies in the Fleur 9e Lys Zone (Fig. 1) 1·1hich is 
characterised by complexly deformed metased-imentary and metavolcanic 
rocks 6f probable late Precambrian to Cambro-Ordovician age on the 
western margin of the Central Mobi le Belt . 
. 
·1 . 4 General Geology of the Burlington Peninsula 
The distribution of the major rock units in the Burlington 
Peninsula is shown in Fig. 2. With the exception of the Snooks Arm Group 
(A;enig), ~.control from.fossils is not available. The contrasting 
techniques of using lithological and structural correlation as tools in 
dating th&-various rock units by different workers has led to considerable 
., 
. . 
controversy with regard to age and geological interpretation. 
Table l. surm'larises the hi>torical development of stratigraphic interpret-
.. 
ation in the area and indicates the opinions of current workers. Detailed 
. . 
descriptions of previous work are given ·by Kennedy (1971.) and DeGrace et al-., 
1975b). 
The Fl eu·r de Lys Supergroup was defined by Church ( 1969) as being 
characterised by pre-Lower Ordovician polydeformed and polymetamorphosed 
~ocks. These rocks overlie a previously deformed Grenville basement in 
t~e west (M.J . D~Wit, 1974). The Fleur de Lys Supergrou~ is divided 
into eastern and western outcrop by a narrow belt of less deformed meta-
. 
volcanic and associated mafic and ultramafic rocks called the Baie .Verte 
Group (Baird, 1951). / The Burlington Granodiorite and the. Cape Brule 
P-orphyry and the Reddi.ts Cove gabbro are considered by Kennedy et al, 
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14. Hie ~lac Group and the Rouge HJrbour ronnation. 
13. Reddits Cove Gabbro. 
1?. La Scie Granite and the Seal Island Bight Sequence. 
11. Dunmagon Granite. 
10. Cape Brule Porphyry, 
g, burlington Granodiorite. 
8. Snooks Arm Group. 
7. Betts Cove Ophiolite; 7(a} Nippers Harbour Group . 
6. Cafe Verte Group. 
5. Cape St. John Group. 
4. Pacquet Harbour Group, 
3. Advocate Group, Birchy Schist and other formations '-
of the Eastern Sequence. 
2, White Bay Sequence, Haroour Sequence, Mings 
Bight Group. 
l. Und;rrer~ntiote~- rotks comp,rscd or Grenvillian 
gr1sissic basement and Fleur-de-Lys Supergroup 
metasedirr.ents. · 
NB Units 2 to 5 a~e termed the Fleur de Lys Supergroup. 
10 l\m, 
Generalised geology of the Burlington Peninsula) Newfoundland, modified 
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(19Z2), and ~ennedy (1975b) to intrude the rocks· of the Eastern Sequence 
and:be deformed alan~ with th,m. Upp~r gr.eenschist to 101·1er amphibo_ht~· 
fac~es vtetanirphism prevailed over much of .-the area, ·and large s·cale 
I 
folding has ·be.en recognized in the Fleur de Ly.s Supergroup (Kennedy, 
l . 
1971, l975b; Kennedy~·, 1972; DeGrace~~-, 1975b). Stratigraphic 
relationships betvJe·en fhe component . groups of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup · 
. 
are~generally obscured by tectonic slides, faults, and i~trusions; in 
the . aastern o~tcrop the contact between the Pacqueti Harbour Group and 
the :Ming's Bight Group and the contact bet\oJeen the Pacquet Harbour Group 
and !the Cape St. John Group. are stratigraphic ·and intercalary in 
natCJre. 
Church (1969), Kennedy (1971, 1975b), and Kennedy et al.; (1972) 
suggest that deformation and metamorphism of the .Fleur de Lys Supergroup 
' . 
occyrred prior to or during the Lowest Ordovician and that deposition 
took place in Eocambrian to Cambrian ti~es. This Jnterpretation was 
\ . . 
' based o~ the presence of polydeformed, ·metamorphosed fragments found in 
. . 
the Snooks Ann Group (Church, 1969), and in the Ba.ie Verte Group.(Kidd, 
1974). DeGrace et al., (1975 a,b) and Ne'ale et al . , (1975) maintain that 
the .Cape St. John Group unconformablY .O'lerlies rocks equivalent to the 
Snooks Arm Group at Beaver Cove and suggest that the Cape St. John Group 
is Silurian, and, th~t the Pacqu_et Harbour Group, V~hich underlies or is ' 
• • \ • f 
r\ .in part laterally equivalent to the Cape St. John Group is Ordovician -in 
.) 
age. 
The Cape SL John Group was divided into two Groups (-Church, 1969) 
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these subdivisions defined a prerlow~r Ordovician Grand Cove Group, and · 
a Siluro-Devonian Cap~ St. John Group. This unconformity has not been 
fou~d and there is a gradua 1 trans it ion from de fa r~ed rocks in £.:-::tn . \ 
to undefo'rmed rods in the south (DeGrace et al., l975b). Kenn\dy ( l975b) 
acknowledged that the rocks overlying the Snooks Arm Group at Beaver 
.... 
-..... 
Cove may be Silurian in age and t:herefore impli.ed that the unconfonnity 
assumed by Church remains to be discovered. The controversey concerning 
the age of the rocks of the Fleur de Ly~ Supergroup, r~mains to be 
settled: DeGrace et ·al., l975b have questioned the validity of the 
concept ,of ~leur de L~s}>upergroup~~· 1969). and maintain th'l.t there'-
is a significant difference in the struc~al development of the eastern -
and western p_nrtions of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup. ,. 
......... 
The Baie yerte Group {Nonnan," 1973; Kidd, 1974; Norman & Strong, 
1975), the Snooks Arm Group (Upadhyay ·~., 1971), and the Nippers 
Harbour: Group (Sc~roeter, 1971) are all interpreted .to represent 'Lower 
Ordovic.ian, disrupte~ ophi,ol ite s.equences . 
. The MicMac sequence in 'the west' (Neale and Kennedy, 1969) 
unconformably overlies the Burlingto~ Granodiorite ~nd the Bai~ Verte Group 
. . 
(Kidd, 1974) .' The Rouge H·a~bour Formation in the east (Schroeter, 1971) 
unconformab 1 y ove.rl ies the Nippers Harbour Group. . Both the Rouge H7rb ur 
and the Mic Mac rocks are considered to be Siluro-Oevonian in age. 
Neale et a1., (1975) and DeGrace et al., (1975b) defi_ne the Cape 
1 
s·rule Porphyry .as bei ·n~~ Silu.rian in age. · DeGrace et al., (l975b) 
·interpret the Burlington Granodiorite to be Silurian in age. The Dunamagon 





Pond Granite porphyry intrudes the Rouge .Harbour Fct,rnation '(Schroeter, 
.. 
1971), and is thought to be Devonian in age, and the ~eddits Cove Gabbro, 
the La Scie Granite and the Seal Island Bi~ht Syenite ·are co·nsidered 
by DeGrace ~, to be Carbon ifer.ous (?) . 
low grade regional metamorphism affected Ordovi~ian and.Siluro-
Oevonian rocks, and is ~±tributed to ~he Acadian Orog~ny. Late stage 
upright folding in the -Fleur de Lys Supergro~p may al~o be related to 
,. 
the Acadian Orogeny. · 
- . 
It is noted that the unconfonnab l e con :tact between- the Mi c Mac 
Group a.nd. the Burlington Granodiorite repres'ents not only an erosional 
. "' . . 
.. 
episode bu~ also indicates th·at s.tructures.·of the Fleur de Lys which·'' 
deforin the granodiorite~ ·predate deposition .of the Mic Mac Group; the 
Burlington Granodiorfte intrudes the Pacquet Harbour Gr6up. If the 
MicMac Group is Silurian in age, it implies that some of the de-
' 
fonnation affecting parts of the eastern outcrop of the Fleur de Lys 
Supergroup is pre-Acadian in a·ge. The presence of fr·agments of F~eur 
4 de Lys schist in the Baie Verte Group also indicates the presence of 
' Ordovicia~ or earlier def6rmation ~· 
1.5 Recent megatectonic interpretations 
In recent years th~Tocks in the Bo~11~gton'Peni~sula have 
,'~ : . . ~ 
featured in ·the development and appl_ication _Pf some ~a~or tectonic 
con~epts. .·.· 
..· 
Church ( l965a, b; 1966; 1969).; .Phi 11 i P~·· e·t·~ a 1 . ( 1967); Kennedy 
(1~63, 1975a) and Kennedy et al. (1972) s~ggested'that the similarities in • . 
. . 
.( 
nor~h west 1reiand provid~ geological ~vidence in support of continental 
. : ' . 
. ~rift, viz. the geologically recent qpening of the present Atlantic 
Ocean. 
Plate-tectonic models for the development of the Newfoundland 
Appq_l~chians have '~e~·n propo·sed by Wi.lson (1966), D~wey d969), Stevens 
(1970), B1rd.ar1d Dewey (19l0): Church and Stevens (1971), Dewey and 
\ . 
~ . 
Bird (1971), Church (1972), Kennedy (1973, l975b), Strong et al. (1974) 
j ~ ' 
and Kean and Strong (1~5). · It .is··;general,ly agreed that the meta-
sediments of the Fleur de Lys S_upefgro._yp represent an easte~y derived· 
• . f . . 
clastic ,\ve:99e of Eocambrian.. to Cambrian~age deposited on contfnental 
. . ' ' 
crust at the..-..oJes~ern · margi~n of a Proto-Atlantic ocean, and that the 
~ 
~ii Mac se~uence represehts c~~finental deposition during or after 
clos@lre· of the Proto--Atlantic d"cean; tfle tectonic settings of the other 
major rock groups in the Burlington Peninsula have been variously in~r-
"" p_reted' by different authors. Early attempts to apply and develop the · 
theory of plate tectonics in the 6urlington Peninsula by Dewey (1969), 
and by Dewey and Bird (1970) suffer from major stratigraphic inconsisten-
cies; at present, four main ·tectonic interpretations can be considered. 
Church and Stevens (1971) · su~gested that the Baie Verte Group ~nd 
. ' 
· the Betts Cove ultramafic belt are ophiolite~ and tha~ these rock groups 
.->" 
along wit~ the ophiol'ite klippe on the Western Platform form remnants of a 
.. . 
·single ~he~t of oceanic crust abducted over the Fleur de Lys Supergroup 
"' . . 
across a S-E dipping.subduction zone in th~ early Ordovician. They 
suggest that the clastic ~ediments, and the basalt-rhyolite volcanic 
• l 
- ~ - ' I 
... 
.· 
.- 11 • 
~ 
rocks (the Pacqu~t Harbour Group and the Cape St. John Group) were 
.• 
. de~o~ited in a fa~lt bounded basin underlain by si~lic-crust, and that 
plutonism, defo~mation, and meta~orphism occurred ~n the Lcite Ca~bria~ , . 
prior to ophiolite obduction. :; ' ' 
D~wey and Bird (1971) ha~e ~u~gested lterna.tive model; in 
·. . 
Late Cambrian-Early Ordovician times the Group an'd the 
.. 
Cape St. John Group \'/ere formed as "isl on top of 
oceanic crust adjacent to the cbntinental.margin clastic wedge above a 
. 
N-W dipping subduct-ion zone; plutonic' emplacetnt, ~etamorphism, and 
deformation · re 1 ate to temperature . increase aJve the subduction .zone. 
They suggest that extension ot' the 'previousl.y deformed Fleur. de Lys 
Supergroup occurred in the [owest Ordovician,' that the ophiolite klippe 
;.,· 
· on the ·western Platform were formed in a marginal · oce~·n b~sin, and that 
the Baie Vert~ Group and Snooks Arm Group were formed in intra-arc 
bavns. ~ontraction of the marginal basin occurred in the M1ddle -: · 
O~ovician with emplacement of the klippe ontq the Western Platfo-::m, 
. ' . 7 ' 
...aP<i ·structural emplacement of the Baie yerte 'Group and the Snooks Arm 
Group ·took place durin~ continental collision in Mid-Devoni~n times . 
.. 
Kennedy and Phi1lips (197-l~ assigned ma.fic and ultr~mafic rocks 
... 
I . 
on the west side of Baie Verte Peninsula (previou~ly mapped as Baie Verte 
Group) to the' Fleur de Lys ,Supergroup on the basis of structure and 
metamorphism. Kennedy (1973_, l975b), named these ;ocks .the Advocate 
Sequence and suggested that these and other polydeformed, ultramafic 
rocks in the Peninsul'a are oph io 1 iti c in character, and represent 
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rise sedimentary prism above a westerly dippirtg subduction zone. 
Deposition of the Pacquet Harbour Group and Cape St. John Group with 
subsequent intrusion took place above the subduction zone, partly over-
lapping the eastern section of the continental rise prism (the Mings 
. . 
Bight Group). He suggests that divergent obduct~on of ophiolite from 
the marginal ocean b~sin in the Late-Cambrian to -Early-Ordovician (the 
Burlingtonian Orogeny) r~s~lt~d in deformation to produce divergent 
· structural facing directions, ·and metamorphism of the whole of the 
Fleur de Lys Supergroup. He _suggest$ that the Baie Verte Group and the 
Snooks Arm Group may have formed in the main ocean basin to the east 
_/"\ . 
and have bEfen thrust into their present posit ion during 1 ater (post 
LovJer-Ordovician) obduction and preserved in . the. cores of • ..Acadian. . .,;-
' ~#.· _ . 
synforms, or alternatively they may represent smaller ocean basic~. - · 
. opened by a process .of oblique spreading. · 
' 
· ·Recently Kennedy (1973, 1975b) has suggested trat the repeated 
movement . during ophiolite obduction has ·caused the series of coaxial 
tight recumbent folds observed in the Burlington Peninsula, furth~rmore 
"4• .maintainS that the facing direction's of the isocljnal folds caJ be 
~na1ysed to indicate the direction of ophiolite movement during obduction. 
· ~~ -. , ' ,. 
•. DeGrace et al. (1975b) have prov1·ded a fourth model; on the basis 
J 
of their structural, geochemic9l,and age determinations, they suggest that ~ 
. . .• . . "~ . 
the Cape St. ,John Group formed ·~u-t-:ing t.he late stages of. calc-alkaline 
-- . \ 
· vo1,sanism and e-arly rifting related to the late stages of development of 
\ ~ 
an d'rdovician Island Arc which is represented by rocks 'in central New-
' . 
foundland, and which developed o1,1er·an eastward dipping .subduction zone 
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In addition to these four·models, Hutchison (1973) suggested that 
the Rambler Area developed in the .early stages of formation of an. 
island arc at the onset of subduction, and Gale (1973), analysed the 
rocks in the Rambler Area, fou~d them to be komatiitic and tholeiitic in com-
position, ·and suggested'that they formed at a site of oceanic spread i ng. 
1.6 Previous Work 
" Geological investigation of the Burlington Penios~la was started 
in 186~·by Alexander Murray. In 1873 he publfshed th~ first geological 
. map of Newfoundland on which he showed the Burlington Peninsul~ to be 
· underlain by Laurentian gneisses. A report by Murray and Howley (1881) 
made general reference to the Mings Bjght - Baie Verte area.• . 
Since these early days, publi,.iJled co~tributions. to the geology. 
of the · Burlington Peninsula have been mad~\y Murray and Howl ey (1918), 
• 
· Snelgrove (1931, 1935), Watson (1947), Baird '(1951), Neale (1957 · 
. . · .. 
1958a, b; 1959), Neale and Nash · (1963), Chu.rch (1966,_ 1969), Neale and · 
Kennedy (1967), Kennedy (1971) ., D.ewey and Bird (1971), Upadhyay et al. · 
. (1971), Kennedy and Phillips (1971), Kennedy et al (1972), .Gale (1973), 
~......._) DeWitt ( 1974) , DeGrace e t i l. ( 1975a , b) , NO~nd 'Strong ( 197~ and 
\ · · Neale et al. (1975). In addition papers by Dewey (1969), Bird and 
Dewey (1.970), Stevens (1970)., Dewey and Bi rd (1971), Church and Stevens 
) 
J 
(1971), and Kennedy (1973, 197"5b) have dealt with plate tec.tonic models 
for the Burlington Peninsula and for Newfoundland in ·general . .. . 
·-:~> 
· M.Sc. theses on aspects of the geology , of the Burlingt on 





Riccio (1972, and Norman (1973); Ph.D. thes~·have been completed by 
' . 
. , 
Gale (1971), D.ewit (1972), Upadhyay (1973} and Kidd (1974). 
Direct contribution~ hav~ been made to the geology Qf th~ R~mb1er 
Area by Livingston (1942), Quinn (1945), Wa_tson (1947), Baragar (1954), 
oe· Jeoffrey (1961), Cockbu!"n ( 1970), and in particul.ar by Gale (1971, 
1973) and Heenan (1973) .. 
Table 1 shows a~summary of stratigraphic interpretations made 
by various authors over the ye~rs; the evo1utio~ of the presently 
accepted nomenclature will not be discussed iD this thesis . 
· 1.7 History of Mining 
In 1903 sulphide mi~eTal·fsation was found along the banks of 
Rambler Brook by Enos England. In 1905 a 20 metre shaft was sunk by 
Naylor & Co . of New Ycrrk, 16w metal values were encountered and wor~ 
was stopped; the deposit is known as thi S~uth Pyrite Zone. 
In 1936, ·Enos England and his son William discovered gold, copper, 
zinc min_eralisation a~proximately 200 metres north of the South Pyrite 
Zone. This deposit was known as the Rambler vein. Between 1938 and 
1941 the Giwlogfcal Survey of Newfoundland examined the property an·d 
carried _out .1650 metres of diamond drilling in 18 holes. 
In 1944, Ramble'r Mines Ltd. was formed and the company increased 
the ~nown size of th~ deposit by trenching and drilling. In 1~45 Siscoe 
. tW . . 
Gold Mines optioned the property and carri ed out 3;500 metres of 
... 
15 -
drilling in 31 holes. In 1951 RamBridge Mines Ltd. was formed when the 
. pro~erty was optioned by Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. and 4,700 metres 
~f dri 11 ing in 14 holes increased the kno~tm size of the deposit, howe_ver 
the property was allowed to become dormant. 
~ The Underdeveloped .Minerals Act was invoked by the Newfoundl~nd 
government if! 1960, and the ·. property ~tlas . leased to M.J. Boylen 
• 
Engine~ring Ltd.; Cons'olid~ted Rambler Mines Ltd. was for,rned and bro~ght 
the "Rambler Vein" iQto production as the Rambler. Mine (also known as 
the Main Mine or th~ Main Zone). In 1967 th~~ambler Mine was closed 
after production of 440,000 tons of ore with a~e~age . grades ~f 1: 3% Cu, 
2_.16% Zn, 0.15 oz./ton Au and o.as .. oz./ton Ag. 
Between 1961' and 19&4 t:onsol idated Rambler Mines Ltd. carried 
out exploratory drilling on the ·Norri-s Sho\'ling _located approximately 
1.6- kilometers N-l~ of the .:Rambler Mine, an ore body was outlined and 
brought into production ~s the East Mine-in 1967. Ore reserves were 
exhausted in Decemb'er 1974, and the mine was abandoned after recovery 
of approximately 2,000,000 ~ons of ore grading 2% Cu.. r 
.A geoche_mical soil survey in 1968 led to the discovery of the 
- " 
Big Rambler Pond Mine located .. about 1.6 kilometers S-W bf the Rambler 
Mine on the shores of Big Rambler Pond. About 50,000 tons of ore 
grading 2% Cu were mined ' in 1969. This small deposit was called the -
Big Rambler Pond Mine. 
In 1970, airborne and ground geophysica"1 surveys a'nd a f1Jl'-1_Qw-
up geochemical soil sampling survey l,ed tq i'nitiatjon .of a diamond drill-
ing programme on the ~ing Zone located about 2 kilometers N of the · . 
( 
16 - (' . 
Rambler Mine. Massive·sulphides were_found in bedrock 2~es N-E 
of the La \cie Road - Mings Bight Road intersection. ·ay June, 1971, 
16,000 metr' of diamond dril.ling had been completed and ore reserves 
of 1,000,000 tons gra~i~g 2.7% Cu, .08 oz./ton Au and :57 oz.jton Ag 
• had been proven. 
v 
1,000,000 tons' grading 3~~ Cu, and the deposit is.open below a depth of 
Pr.esent·ore reserves at the Mi~g Deposit are 
500 metres. 






The present study was'undertaken with several objectives in mind: 
. ' . 
..__. 
To ~etermine the geological setting of the known minera~ i sation in 
tbe area , in particular the setting of the Ming Ore Deposit. 
t .. • • 
To determine the deformational and metamorphic .history of the 
R.amb 1 er Area. 1 . · . . 
To ·attempt to map the distribution of large scale fold structures· 
. 
· in the Rambl~r Area. 
(·4) ·To describ_e -the geology bf the Ming Deposit for . the purpose of 
comparison wi'th oth~r base metal massive su~phide ... d~posit·s ·. 
· . These four objecti.v·f7·s are in practice inseparable .. 
In view of the economic potential of the area, and in ¥'pite. of 
the. p;/' exposure it .. Was felt that the results. -of -.the ·i nv"esti gati ons 
might prov1de useful guide1 ines to future exploration_ prog'dlmmes ·. 
. . 
Minor structures and faiJrics resultin-g from deformation and 
. . 
·metamorphism were: mapped by examination of new ·outcrop,_ ·and re-examin- -
.. 




ation of outcrop located by previous .w.orkers. Diamond ·drill c9res were 
studied, and the upper levels of the.Ming ore body w~re examined u·nder-
gro~nd. 
A study of th~ petrography and textural relations ~f the minerals 
. ~ : 
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CHAPTE'R I I 
LITHOLOGY ~ID PETROLOGY 
2.1 Introduction ) ' 
All · t~~ roc~s in the R~mbler Area have been subj ect to polyphase 
deformatio~. Upper greenschist faEies metamorp~ic conditions were 
. . 
attained over much ·of the area and metamorphic recrystallisation ~-Jas 
. . . 
extensive, no' relict primary igneous m~neralogy ha.s been preserved. 
Outc.rop in the are·a is corranonly small and difficult to identify. 
T1vo maps are presented .\~ith.•this thesis, F.J\gure 3 is a 
·g·eological o_utcrop .map of the Rambler Area and has been constructed 
from basic field data 1<1ith a minimum of interpretation; much of the · 
1·10rk of Gale (·1971) is included in the southern pq.r;t- of this niap. 
~ . . ; 
.. 
. . I 
· Fi.gure 4 is a structural and lithofa€ies map whi.ch- is based on' aata 
. . . 
.. . . -
presented il'l Figure 3," an.d also on information obtained frollJ drill . 
core (Figure .6), from ·geophy.sical maps of ·the Rambier Area~ and from 
structural mapping in.the fi~ld: the lithofacies are established on 
~ . 
the relative ·abundance · of rock types in the area. ·· Th~ ·volcanic . 
sequence in the ar~a is divided into 5 lithofacies units~ and the 
. . . 
t • ... . 
lithofaci~s boundaries are transitional. ·rhe intrus~v~ rocks in the 
·area ·€-onsti tLite another three unit~~ S~ction$ A,B,C~D~E,H, 
. . 
I· and E,F,G (Figure 3) were constructed from diamond drj.ll hole data. 
. . 
"' The maps were constructed qsing vertica_l aerial photographs on 
. . . 
. 
. . 
a scale of linch to l/4 mile_, C~nd the grid shown on the maps- is the. ' 
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given to the nearest 100 ft.d the easting is written first and the 
northing follov1s in the grid reference. " 
() 
2.2 Predomi ant Litholo 3)' 
2. 2.1 Basic Flows 
The term,undifferentia~ed refers to. outcrops which are too small 
/ 
to be identified as pillowed or massive tn aspe~t. and also to fin~ 
grained vesicular volcanic rocks in which various . diamond dri1l hol~~~ 
\·1ere collared. 
T~e pillowed {Plate 1) and massive flows are light to dark green, 
very fine.to fine grained, and comn9nly possess elongated amygdales. 
The pillm·1s :·are elongafe (as ·a result of deformation) .and average 0 .. 5 
, 
by 0.5 by 1.0 metres, the degree of elongation increases'o theN. and 
~.W. of the·area. Typ~cal pillow ~extures are usually preseFved, 
original outlines, recrystallised s'elvages, arnyg·dale size variation 
within pillows and epidotised pillow cores ·are recognisable. " Up to 20% 
basic interpillow matrix and minor interpillow chert may be present 
. locally. 
~assive vesicular flows are readily identified, non-vesicular 
massive flows are difficult to ide.ntify and rna~ be confused wi·th fine 
grained basic intrusive rocks; the massive 1flows are slightly .fine~ 
grained·· and lighter in colour than fine grained-intrusi'ons: __ .. N\:row . 
epidote and calcite veins are colffilonly. present within the flows ·. · 
L to L-S .. fabrics are well developed.in the pillq,w margins and in 







.. ' • 
Fabrics are ·also develope<:( \vithin the pillows (Plate 14), and l ocally 
three scllistosit·ies can-be seen . . 
Actinolite, epidote, ano albiJ~ ar:_ethe dominant minerals, ·minor 
chlorite, quartz, calcite, and biotite are present, sphen~, pyrite, and 
n1agneti te are common a·ccessory minera 1 s. 
Fabri cs are defined by mineral lineatiori in the matrix and by 
elongation of the amygdales. s2 is defined by a strain slip schistos i ty 
with chlor i te growing preferentially in the strain sl~p pla~es or by . 
overprinting of · the main schistosity by a secondary mineral grmvth fabric 
parallel to the strain slip planes. 
The actinolite is pale green and slightly pleochroic, it occurs 
as the dominant mineral in the fine grained matri·x (0.1 mm) and as 
porphyroblasts (o.s mm). The actinolite. crystals are rarely euhedral 
. . 
and usually exhibit fibrous and tenninations, porphyroblasts are .comonly 
twinned . Actinolite also-occurs as a· minor constituent in veins and 
arnygdales . Blue-green hornblende was recorded in ' several pillows by 
G a 1 e.· ( 1 9 71) . 
Plagioclase (An2-An 10 , Gale, 1971) occurs as rel i ct phenocrysts, 
• 4 • -
(0.5 mm)', ·as polyc~ystalline aggregates in awgdales (Plate 14), and in 
ve i ns; the crysta"ls are p~rtfally or c0mpletely altered to epidote·, and 
. 
'"commoniy show polysynthetic' twinn i ng, partial repl~cement is ·controJl.ed 
by compos i tion planes which re~ult in strafght . trails of granular epidote 
within the plagioclase crystal. 











as indi.vidual crystals- or aggregates of crystals (0.1 rnm) in the matrix; -
;~- ,,_1-;:_~ ~ ~ c .::ur s in· veins .and amygdales. The minerals epido~e and 
clinozois-ite are most common, minor zoisite is present. Epidote minera.Js · 
average less than 10% in the rock, although locally 75% epidote iS 
present. 
2.2.2 Basic Volcaniclastic Rocks 
. 
It is commonly impossible to make a definitive decisio~ as to the : .. 
- ~xact origin of many of these rocks, and they ' are described in three 
. "<' 
broad categories, these categories are (a) agglomerate and tuff which 
includes pos~ible pill~w breccias, and coarse reworked pyroclastics, 
(b) volca;logerN.c sediment and/or waterlain· ,tuff, and (c) basic schists: 
' . 
(a) Agglomerate and Tuff:- These rocks contain from 5-95% 
angular to elongate bloc~s of.basic lava (often vesicular) embedded in 
a finer grained baiic matrix, . fragment size averages 10-cm (Plate 2), 
. " 
and locally blocks up to 60 em are present. The inten~ity of elongation 
. incr:-epses towards the w-. and N. W. At 1 oca l ;ty..j182E, '194N angu] ar 
fragments of thinly bedded basic sediment 15 em in size were noted· 
·(Plate 3). Blocks of' acid volcanic material· are present in a basic 
.. matrix in several localities (Plate 4, locality 104E, 231N and at 206E, 
Penetrative L to- L-S· fabrics · are well developed, an.d a ~trong · 
mineral lineation is.developed parallel to the direction of fragment 
elongation:· 





Plate 1. Pillow lavas; locality 185E 178N. 
Plate 2. Elongate vesicular basic agglomerate fragments in 




Volcanogenic conglomerate comprised of unsorted angular 
to sub-angular blocks of basic volcanic sediment (quartz 
chlorite schist in fresh surface) in a finer grained 
matrix. The rusty veins (stockwork ?) crosscut the 
fragments and are composed of quartz, pyrite and 
chalcopyrite; locality 182E 194N. 
Rhyolitic fragments in basic chloritic matrix, picture 
looking N.E.; locality 104E 231N. 
; 
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actinolite, chlorite, plagfoclase, epidote, and quartz, are the dominant, 
mineralS, finely dissemi-nated pyrite is present · in most s·pecimens, and 
~ . b1otite, hornblende and sphene · occur 
"- ' .. 
locally. 
The main fabric in chlorite rich rocks is defined by thin lamin~r 
a~~stomosing ferromagnesian-rich domains which are separated by domains 
rich in quartz and feldspar {?'~6)_ . The mafic minerals are generally 
,. 
orientated parallel or sub-parallel to the trend of the domain . locally 
' 
the mafic minerals provide ~~idence of an earlier fabric which is ) 
preserved at a low an~le to the domains or transpos~tion p 1 anes within 
the quartzo-feldspathic domains. Crenulation of the main foliation 
l'lhich vtas accompanied by minor recrystallisation is occasionally present . 
.. 
In rocks which contain minor quartz and feldspar, and in which actinolite 
is the dom~nant mafic mineral, the main structural feature is a strong 
mineral and vesicle lineation. 
_,o;,. 
In the northern part of the area, pale green pleochroic acicular 
actinolite is the dominant mafic mineral, and blue-green hornblende is 
developed locally. The amphiboles . qccur as pro_phyroblasts (0.1 rrrn), as 
a fine grained · mat~ix b.Ol mm), and loca~ly; in the mafic rich domains 
in chlorite-rich rocks. Oc~asionally~ blue green hornblende is seen to 




Chlori.te is the dominant mineral in the rocks .in the southern part 
~ of· the area, it occurs in mafic rich domains and is orientated parall~l 
or su~-parallel to\he Qrientation of the domains. · Chlorite is a mi~or ~ 
component of the rocks in t~e north. 
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.,, 
disfinct qt,tartz-rich domains .. The- commOri habit..Df qua r tz is of'.e_lon~ated 
·. -grains wi~l1 sutured grain boundari es and show1ng undulose extinction; it 
. r. . .. 
. Gan also occur as smal l polygonal uristrained grains. 
. . ~ . 
~ . 
. P-l~giocla_se ( to 0.5 mm) is 'present in the; quartzoJe l dSRathic; · 
. . .,. .. · 
. • ' . 
·domains . and commonly shows par~ .or complete .alteration to epidote; . 
.. 
.. _- Epi.dote · also · occurs as individual crystals (to 0.5 mm) dissemi'n-
. . .... 
.. ' • . 
·, ., 
.Biotite occurs as an ar,le __ ration_ ptodu-c t ~rom actinolJt~, and as 
. . ., .. 
inter~~tlt{ls wi_th chlorite. o ·sseminated pyr~te is present i n most 
samples, and minor sphene oc~urs loca l ly. -..! 
{b) Volcanogenic :Sedim~nt arid/or Water l ain Tuff:- . These are-' · 
• ·.o . fine to,_med1um grained, ~e.dium to dark green, ,cl astic r..ocks. ·Beddi ng 
, · 
fs ge~er:a l1y :2 to 7 km thi.cl<", but 1 oca l ly re~ches 1 .metre; . the thi 11n~ 
. · b~ds a're commo~ly inte.rnally laminated. Sorting' is hi ghly 
. . t 
withi~ and between be'di; Graded beds were noted at local i ties 
. . . 
270N and 188E, 171N . . Locally a granoblastic texture is d v 
. . ~ ~ . 
some 
beds·, p·resumably i.n response · to metamorphi·sm, and.·the texture is compa; ab1·e 
to that of the . equigranular. ~asic j ntru.~ive rocks . A c_onglomer a.te bed 
. ... . 
. is present at locality 275E, 277N. · locally. massive medi um_ grained 
"'·· 
.' 
:· ·sedim~tary rock·s co.ntafn iso ·:~?ted _ basic volcan i c fragments (Pl.ate 5) : ~ 
An s to L.:.s fabric i~ well developed,- and several exposures exhibit 
. . . . . .. " . . . 
. .. . ·." . . 
folding and refolding' of the bedding and thE! ma i n fol i ation (Plate 6) . 
• r . """: 
Crenulation ~cleavage~ _ ~r~ i.:tl~'ally deve l oped o'n e·a r lier schistosity 
,· 




Plate 5. Basic volcanogenic sediment with isolated basic 
volcanic fragments; locality 246E 186N. 
Plate 6. Folded and refolded basic sediments. The prominent 
fold of bedding , s 2, and parallel quartz veins , plunges to the N.W. at approximately 50 degrees, small attenuated 
F?. fold closures of quartz veins are present and are fold-
eo by the later (F3 ?) fold; locality 305E 290N. 
..... 
.· 
. r ·. ii .. 
. '., . 
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The composition is highly variable within beds, between ·beds, and 
betw~en · outcrops . Chlorite, quartz, actinolite, and plagioclase are 
ubiquitous, calcite and biotite are corn_n.on, magnetite, pyrite~ and 
sphene are present as accessory minerals, and b~sic and silicic 
fragments and clasts are cmrmonly present: 
The main foliation is 9efined by anastombs~~g ferromagnesian 
rich laminar domains which are separated by matrix quartz and/or 
. . 
calcite rich domains and clasts. The domains are generally less than 
1.0 mm thick, and the minerals \'lithin the .domains are generally 
' 
orierita'ted paraJlel or sub-paranel to the trep~ of the domains. The 
clasts are elongated in th~ ~lane of the main· schistosity, and are 
I' 
augened by thfS schistosity. The clasts may show pull-apart texture 
and quarlz, chlor.ite, ca1cite and biotite are present in strain ·shadows. 
An earlier schistosity is locally preserved at a low angle to the main 
f~l.iation in· the q~artz rich doma.ins, and is defined by elongated matrix 
.. quartz grains,. by parallel orientat-ion of fine grained dissemin?ted 
...... ~ 
.. 
l)lafiq.~~minera}s, ' and by el9ngated pyrite. Post main fabric crenulation is 
tlocally accompanied by recrystallisa.tion of the ·mafic .minerals. · i 
Tile clasts are dominantly s.ingle ·feldspar and/or· quartz grains or 
. 
monominera l ic aggregates or feldspar or quartz; basaltic clasts with 
I , . 
.. 
ophitic texture, a~d coarse gra~ned granitic clasts of interlocking 
quartz and feldspar are present locally. A granitic clast in the con-
g.lome~ate lied exhibits myrmekitic te-xture. · Clasts of fine. grained quartz 
. . , : , . 
. rich material 'sim~ to the matrix material. in t~e~ .rhyol'itic pyroclastic 





show minor alteration to epidote, quartz ex~ibits undulose extinction, 
and both qJartz and fedlspar grains have sutured boundari~s. 
T!le matrix to the clasts is highly varia-ble. The dominant mineral 
is fine grained quartz, which is commonly elongated and exhibits 
undulose extinction; polygonal quartz is present in strain shadows. 
Calcite can constitute up to 30% of the ~atrix as large 
(0.5 mm) grain_s elongated in,and augened by the main schistosity. 
Epidote occurs as an alteration product from plagioclase, or as small 
disseminated grains in the matrix. 
The mafic minerals can constitute up to 50% of the rock, and 
they average about 20%. Biotite,_:chlori-te, a-ctinolite or sericite can 
.. 
comprise from 0 to 100% of the mafic minerals present, but generally ·· 
., 
one miner-al predomffiates and the others are present as mi"nor constitutents .-
The mafic minerals are ori~ntated p~rallel or sub-paralle l to the 
orientati6n of the m~fic .rich domains. 
Disseminated pyrite occurs in all specimens_, it is elonga-ted in 
the plane of the main foliation, or in the plane of the earlier fabric in 
... 
the qu~rtz rich· domains. Fine to coarse grai11ed magnetite is pr.esent 
locally and occurs in octahedral form. 
(c) Basic Schists:- Highly chloritic, schistose green rdcks, in 
. 
which the original texture is unrecognisable are mapped as basic schist. 
Chlorite,: ~uartz and actinolite a~e the dominan~ minerals, with minor 
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The main fabric is an L to L-S fabric. Ferromagnesian and 
quartzofeldspathic minerals occupy destinct laminar, parallel bands which 
define the main fabric. An earlier fabric .is locally .present in. the 
quartz rich lamellae andis defined by elongate quartz gr~ins and by 
parallel orientated mafic minerals. The main fabric is commonly 
crenulated. 
2.2.3 Acid Volcaniclastic Rocks 
. ' 
Rhyolitic and dacitic rocks in the Rambler Area are predominantly 
?-
fragmental. Metamorphic r.ecrystallisation and deformation has destroyed 
all the ·possible · original p'r1mary textures (welding,,.flow banding, fiamme 
textures) ~ith · the ~xc~ption of fragment .outlines. The. rocks are fine 
,.~ 
grained, and cream colo~red on weathered surfaces, on fresh surfaces 
·the rocks vary from grey ~o ·green to· red to purple in colour. Up to 
25% of the rock may be comprised of evenly distributed quartz and feld-
spar eyes. Up to 10% of the ~ock may consist Of lenses and ~tringers 
of·.acti~ollt~~ch may. reach 7 mm in length; these l.enses give the rock 
a mottled~earance. 
The ori~in of the quartz and'feldspar eyes is problematic: it is 
. 
likely that _they may in some occurrences represent primary pher1ocrys~~ 
ho~Jever, the even distr.ibution of the eyes throughout. both the fragments 
and the matrix~ in many of the acid volcaniclastic ·rocks, the presence 
. . . 
of quartz and . felds·par eyes in basic fragments in .. the acid rocks arid 
locally in chlorite schi~ts~ and the pr~sence of ~mall quartz eyes in 
bedded chert bands suggests that the eyes may be metamorphic in origin. 
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Tne author prefers t·o call the eyes porph,;::roblasts in vie1-1 of the probable 
·-:: · re.crys tall i sa.ti on, .and- renucl eat ion of ori.gi na 1. phenocryst~, . Md the 
pr_obaQa1e nucleation of fres.h eyes during metamorphism. 
,_. 
Ttfe acid pyroclas.fic rocks generally _possess eT10ngate fragments . 
: \ . . 
. . ' 
which are high·ly variable 111 size arid iri pro'portion of\the roc.~, commonly 
\ 
the mitrix·and the frag~ent~ are identical i~ comp~sit~on. -Fragments 
. . 
generally. average 15 em ·or" less in di-ameter, however at locality 178E 212N 
. . 
. . 
' . .,· . ' 
. fragments up to 69 em in size ·occur (Plates 7 and 8), these outcrops can 
be termed "Mil·l·_ Rbck" 1 (Sangster, 1972). tocal-ly, mi.~or. ba~i;·fragment~ 
are .P~~sent in:aiid fra~menta1 rocks. 1a1e )1971.) ~escribOd many of the 
' . 
acid rocks in the·cenire bf the area as-ma~si~e flows, however ~x~minaiion 
;·reveais t~. suggestion of fragment o·u~lines, suggesting that 'the ··_massjve 
appearance o{ many of these .. outcrops is· due to recrys-tall isation during 
• •• ·l 
metamorphism. Fine grained acid .layered tuffs are present~ notably in the 
. ·:.. . . 
. hangingwall .e>f the East ·Mine, an"d in'the . fo_otwall .of the Ming_ Mine where 
_th.ey are interbedded \<Jith _layers of ~yr~-~-- . Seve:afo·utcrops _ (Unit .3a) 
.• 
a·re fine . grained massive or bedded 'in appearance, no fr:agmerrts are .apparent .. 
. , . 
Locally these massive units are interbeddesi .~.ith basic· rocks. ·rn thin .. ~ 
. ' section they are similar to the fragmental · rocks·. It. is po~sible that they 
ha~e.orj~ina~ed as massive flows, however i~·~ost . c~s~s they are p~obably 
. :~. 
silicic sediment or fine graine·d tuffs. 
Dis_rupted and folded banding_·;'s ~evi_dent · i.n .an exposure of pre-
dominantly ·acid agglom~rate at l .~cal-i"ty l81.E 216N (Pl.ate ·19'). Several 
outcrops exhibit parallel, light coJci~;~·d bands ·up to 5 qn -w_ic;te 'which . . 
# • • • • 
·
1Mill 'Rock A, very c;:oarse pyroclastic breed~ situated withi·n .hearing 
tlistance' of a Amine mill (within l/2 mile f.rom a .massive volcano.genic 




Plate 7. Acid agglomerate, "Mill Rock"; thin light coloured 
bands parallel to the bottom of the picture are 
alteration zones round hair line fractures; picture 
looking N.W.; locality l78E 212N. 
Plate 8. Acid agglomerate; same outcrop as above; picture looking 
N.E. s3 fracture cleavage well developed on this surface; locality 178E 212N. 
. . 
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. 
cross the. outcrop (Plates 7 and ·a) and 1·1h.ich can resemble bedding, 
local~y these bands are seen to cut ~cross fragments, ~nd to possess 
l1airline fractures in the centre of the band. The bands are _thought to. · 
. ' 
result from alteration by fluids in the fractures. 
The most pronounced structural feature is a strong particle and 
mineral lineatjon; a flat str~in slip surface is commonly developed, 
and locally u~ to three schistosity surfaces are pre~ent in a single 
outcrop. Schistosities are penetrative through the fragments and form · 
'>augen round the quartz and feldspar prophyroblasts . 
. 
Quartz and feldspar prophyroblas.ts .. to 3 mm comprise up to 25~~ 
of the rock but may be absent locally; they are set in a fine grained 
matrix' (0.02 mm) of quartz and feldspar, with minor biotite, ac~inolite, 
·chlorite, epidote and pyrite. 
Fabrics are de(ined by miner.al lineation in the fine gr~ined 
matrix, by orientated porphyrob 1 asts, and by the development of narrow 
planar (0.2 mm) ferromagnesian rich ~omains which are ~eparated by wider 
(to 2 mm) domains rich · in quarti and feldsppr (Plate· 9). The .domtlins 
' . . def1ne the _prominent schistosity in .- the- rock, and show better develop-
· ·' 
. • J " ' 
menf. loJith an increasing proportion of mafic niineral.s. " An 
. 
earlier fabric is locally preserved tn the quartzofeldspathic domains 
and is defin~d by elongate quartz and by p·arall~l orientation of 
d'isseminate·d mafic minerals in the quartz rich domain. The plagioclase · 
I 
and the qu~rtz porphyroblasts are elongated in the .plane of the main ' 
~ . 
foliation and are augened by the ' main foliati_on, pull-apart texture is 
developed locally, and j:lolygo'nal quartz is ·formed in strain shadows·. 
-
.\ . . 







The plagioclase porphyroblasts occui as single subhedral to 
anhedral grains, or-as aggrega.tes of smaller gra·ins. Alteration to 
epidote and sericite ts common. · 
Q~~rtz porphyoblasts occur as sing]~ subhedial to anhedral grains 
or as ag_gregates ." o.f smaller polygon~l or -sutured quartz grains. ·Very· 
. . 
fine ~rained(0: 02 mm) matrix quartz g~ains are generally ~longat~· . and 
have s~iured g~ain boun~aries: ·BotH ,porphyroblasts' and matrix quartz 
, . 
. ·
h~ve undulose extinction. 
.- • . • ~ J . 
. ..,; 
. · Bi~tite(0.2 nm) co_mp~ises ·1·e:ss than SX, of the rock,· it occurs in 
the mafic ri-ch domains ·an·d .fs . orientated par.a~ ·lel or .. sub~pa"·ralle.l · . to . 
: :"''· . -'; . . . . 
the trend of the don1'ain, ; 't a-l'so "occurs as parallel disseminated 
~ ·: . ~ . 
·grains in the qua~tz rich domains. · :. ~ 
Acicular actinolite is present in most rocks as a minor 
. . . ' 
' 
constituent, and occurs dominantly in the mafic rich domains. Locally 
actinolite can comprise up to 10% of the rocK and occurs as aggregates 
. .
of gr<lins ( to .-2 rrm) up to 7. rran by 2 mm in size which may be pseudomorphs 
~.fter pyroxene. ACtinolite is the principal mineral· .' in the_,basic 
fragments in the acid fragmental rocks, and comm·only shows a strong 
. , . 
.• 
mineral .- l'i'neation. L_ocally, ~uar~z and feldspar porphyrobla'sts are 
.present in t~ basic fragmentl 
Min~r epidote and sericite are present, generally as an alter-
·~ 
ation ·pro~uct from p1agiocrase, chlorite is present locally, and mi'nor 
disseminated pyrite is present in al~ samples. Garnet was identified 
in a s ingle outcrop in the field, how'ever, this \-JaS a flat glaciat~p 









2.2.4 Basic Intrusive Rocks 
. , .. 
Fine to medium to coarse graine~ to porphyritic . metabasite; - -
' 
. bodies intrude -all'.the other mine~ rock types in the Rambler Area; 
these i-ntru~ive rocks comprise over 70% of kno\-m outcrop i~ the are-a. 
The intru~-ions 1-1ere calied metadolerites by Gale (1971)( The larger 
·. . .. . . 
"bodies shovJ a wide variety .of textures, most of which are probably . 
primary and related to. Ui·e cooling ~istory of. the bodies; the~e textures 
include coarse grained pegmatitic ptlases (crystals up to 2 .5 em in size), 
. . 
quartz and f~ldspar r'ich segr~gation in 'the form_ of small blobs and 
veins, ~~ndri~ic amphiboles (Plate 10) up ~o 7~cm long, ~nd local 
brecciation textures. Numerous . internal chilled marg-ins are present in 
- ,~e"tabq_,skte 1bodies.' iriter~ect~d i 1J dri 11 core. The attitude of these 
. ~ . . . . . . : ... 
intern a 1 contac;ts~ and . tile . at1:.i tudes of-· intrusive contacts with country 
~ 
. ' ·• . . 
rock are g~nerally parallel. or 'sub.par~_lleJ.to sc~istosity and to tuff 
and -sedimentary banding in the drfff cor~. Few of the intr.usions can 
· be traced for any distance in the field~ and their trend can seldom be 
detennirred. 
Tectonic- fabric's vary from intensely schistose metabasi.te with ' 
an _apparent composite fabric, to massive me'tatfrite devoid of any 
tectonic features. The .intensity of .the fabric tends, to increase .towards 
the margin of the intrusion . 
- The rcicks contain amphibole, plagioclase, and epidote, with. 
l.">, . . 
minor. amounts of chlorite, quartz, biotite, sphene and pyrite .. 
• I 
In severaJ thin sections a. pene~ratjve -!11ineral 1 ineation. of 
.. 
phenocrysts and matrix minerals {s app-arent; in other sections fractur-ing 
. . 
Metabasite - ~~a metamorphbsed oasic rock 11 (Miyashiro, 1973)·. · ·The term is 
here used~to describe metamorphosed basic intrusive rQcks and oossibly 





Plate 9. Anastomosing planar ferromagnesian rich domains separated 
by wider quartz and feldspar rich domains in acid 
agglomerate. The quartzofeldspathic minerals are elongate 
and parallel or subparallel to the domains, locality 176E 
218N; crossed polars, (x 30). 
Plate 10. Dendritic actinolite crystals in medium grained basic 




and bending of pl-agioclase and actinolite porphyroblasts are the on1y 
evidence for deformation. A foliation is often developed as the result 
of chlorite being preferentially grown in fractures spaced ~rom 0.1 to 
several 11101 apart. 
Horn~lende is'commonly develope~ and is pale green to 
green, grain size ranges from 0.1 to 2 nm, and anhedral crystals are 
. ~- . 
rare. The hornblende is intergrol'm with plagiocli'tse and in some 
in~tances poikilo~lasts overgrow pseudomorphs of plagi~clase. Actinolite 
. . lJ more coiTJllon in the s au th of the a rea and occu r.s in a similar fonn 
to ho rnb 1 en de. 
Plagioc]ase is pr.esent in most of the rocks examined, and 
reaches 4 rran in size in the porphyriticr intrusive roi'ks~ Vari'iable 
amounts of alteration to epidote along composition planes wfthin the ~.....J 
I 
plagioclase ls common, and total replacement has resulted in pseudo-
morphs of ,granular epidote aft_er plagioclase: 
I , 
. . ,. , 
Chlorite i~ a minor constituent in most rocks~ it occurs in thin 
parallel zones - in a~~therwise massive rock~ these zones probably 
' .. 
.., 
repres~nt a fracture cleavage'into which the chlorit~ has preferentially 
·- , 
grown. 
. . . 
Biotite"represents less t.han 1% of the rock, and common1y replaces , 
hornblende cores. Minor ~phe'ne is present in most. of t~e sections · 
studied. Disseminated pyrite occurs in small amounts in ~11 . s"pecimens 
and fine grained granular quartz is p~esent in some sections. 
. . . . 1 
Fine grained ·granu 1 a< epidote .is ~ammon 1y ·seen ·tafeP 1 ac'e 
·· ,plagioclase, and minor calcite occurs local,ly . 
. • 





The Burlington Granodiorite, on the weste-rn margin of the area 
stu~ied, is_· a medium grained, mot.tled ~rey-.w~ we~kly foliated rock .. 
Plagioclase.{65%), quartz (15~ ), biotite and hornblende· (15%), potassium-




·. ~ ·. 
\ ... 
In thin section, the 'mirleral · compo?ition is albite, quartz, 
iJOrnblende and/or biotite, and microcline, a'ccessory apatite, :>phene, 
- ~ircon, and pyrite are present. Epidote and sericite occur as 
. 
. alteration produ~ts from feldspar, and chlorite is present,pro~ably as 
an alteration product from biotite. 
The schistosity is defined by parallel orientC)ted indi.vidual 
cryst.als or agf\.ega·t,;s of biof\te .. Loca.lly elongated quartz' grai~s with · 
· serr~ted bo~ndaries help to def~e main f<lliation. . · 
(.;.1 \ • 
' ' 'l Quartz ana feldspar crystals range to 2 rrun .in size, the plagio_-
cla~e shows ·alteration to epidote ( l mm granular crystals), and to 
sericite (1 rnn acicular crystals). 
Biotite is pleochroic, green to greenish brown, and grain siz~ 
.,: 
..... 
·: up :to 1% sphene, with minor amounts of apatite, zir.c.on, and pyrite 
~re pr~sent~ . the grain size of .the qc;:c'essory minerals is .ge1Je~ally less 
than l mm. · 
2~2.0 
·,_ . . 
·~ 
,.....___ 
· Quat-tz-Feldspar Por.phyry 
.... ,. 
• 1r 
· :_:The western inargin of the Cape Brule -Porphyr:y is situated -to the 
. . 
.· _ · eas't~ of .the area. studi~d. The porphyry is schistose and •has· a knobbled 
.. 
.. 







appearance in hand specimen . . Fifty to· sev~nty per cent· quartz and , ·· . 
f~ldspar ~henocry~ts are present in ap~~oximatel~ equal proportio~s. 
4 ' 
and ave"rage 2 by 2 by 3 mm iri size. The rock is mottled pink.to grey. 
The -phenocrysts occur in a fine grained (0.05 to O.lO. nun) matrix of 
quartz,_ epidote, ·chlorite, feldspar, biotite and calcite . 
The quartz ph~nocrysts shm.,r euhedral to anhedra·l outlines :and 
are ·commonly composed of aggregates of smaller grains (0.5 mm) ·\·Jhich :--... 
,Show :~o 1ygon.a 1 to irregu1 ar ·out 1 i nes, and which generally ex hi bit und~O 
(I 
extinction; locally single quartz crystals ar.e pre~ent. The aggregates 
of smaller·quartz .grains probably originated as a resu·lt of renucleation 
of quartz during 
cry~ts ~ · Locally 
defe~rmation· arid metamorphism of prirflary quartz pheno-
'"'A' · .. " , 
. ~ . ... 
e1ongate and polygona.l quartz gra1ns ace~ in strain 
shadows. 
' '.) 
Orthoclase mjcrocline and albite occur in decrea~ing. order of 
. ab_unda~~~~-. the .. ~rysta'ls are euhedral to anhedrar in outli~e,_ and commonly 
aggregates o-f several c'lystals are present. ft..lteration of· the feldspa.rs 
to sericite, epidote, and calcite is common. 
' ' Biotite and chlorite can comprise up to 10% ~f the rock ana 
.. / · \ 
. , • 
c.ommonly occurs ~s e_longate aggregates -Qf very ·fine grained. crystals . J ·• • 
up to 4 mm in length. 
. . 
. .. 
' Access'Ory octahedral magnetite and· cubic pyrite grains are c~mmon; 
~agnetite and py_r~~~~cci.Jr . as e~on~·ate irregular aggr~gat.e_s~of_ smaller 
grains.· Minor z.ircon, musco~ite, and locally apatite are· present. 
. 
The ma·in schis~osity is defined by parallel o.rientation of th'' 
"" 
~. . j . . • 
, 
·. 
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.. 
. • C) ., ' 
phenocrY,st"s_ and by ·parallel oHentatitn of the bio.~ite and · chlorite ric_h ·. 
lenses.' The· phenocryst's are 1oc.ally fractured and show weak, pul.l-apart 
: _.. . . . . . . . . c • . 
. . te_xt.~re; quartz 'is r,;cry~a1~ist:'d i~ .the fractures and in the stra~~ 




. : ... 
2 .. 3.1 - ~.trabas'ic · -~n.t~usive . Ro:ks · .· · 
.. . . . . 
Several conformable .ultrabasic .intrusive l'enses to 3 metres thick, 
. . . · • . . 
.... 
are present in dri·ll ~o(e . in _the ha.ngingwall· above the Ming Ore Horizon 
(Figure s); Some of.,th~ .:·~p·tK ' sftow. fine. grain~d .chilled margins 
.• . . : · .. ~. . .· . . . •. . . . , .. 
and grade to coarse ~ ~entres 'wit~Q5 ~m crystal outlines; , ,· other inter-
.. & : • ' • • • • • 
s~ctions the margins-. _~f the· 1e~s~s· a.re· ~-hlo~i.tic !~d,. high'ly schistose. 
. . .... . .. . 
.. The rocks are l'ight to dar.k grey . . , and -a.re ~oh and · soapt, to . 
. ' . 
touch. 
' • - # • , · 
No reli'ct primary mi~erals ar_e present; ·the dominant mineralogy 
' , . . • . 
·.·) ·· is talc,, serpentin_e~ cartforiat~, and chlorite. P.seudo~phs -after o~i-.. 
vine (?) c·an 'conipri se 'up to 70'% of the roc~ and are.··composed of ta rc 
. . , . 
. . . 
and/or serpentine, they are commonly rimmed ·.by trai 1 s of' fine grained 
. .... ' 
magnetite with i_r.regula·r g~ain .o.utlines . . Smalrl euhedral magnetite 
c~yst_a?s are d.iss'em~n~ted through the m·atrix ·to ·t·he ps.et:Jdomorphs. The 
rriatrix.to the pseudomorphs .i.s talcose, and carbonate and minor chforite 
_ .. 
. · ~ is commonly present.· 
2. 3 -~ ·Acid · Intrusive Rock~ 
' 











i ~~~ metre in thickness were noted in dril.l core. f~ ho 1 e s con are{ .. , 
in !t1e ~Sf£. of the prop~rty. These units hav~e· .definite. chilled ·~argins ~.:f 
and 111ay, exhibit up t~ Ten; small (0,1 mm) fkld~par·phenocryst;': in· J·t~ 
~ 
. centre of the intrusion . . The m9trix consi~ts of extre'in"ely fine g~ained: 
q!Jartz and feldspar; 5-lO~f actinolite crystals (0.1 .mm)''are dissem.inated;""' 
• t \ ' 
¢hrough th~ matrix and def~e an L fabric in the roc~. 
Coarse grai.ned .(5 rnm) granitic 'int~usive ma~rial. ·is recorded. in 
drill logs at localities l,4.0E 150N and 137.E 250N. The material is 
. ·, 
comprised of coarse plagiocl~se CJ..Ad K:feldspar cryst.als, and finer inter-
. 
crystal · quarfz~ - ~-i~tite and actiriQlite. 
· ... 
2.3.3 Cherts and Silicic iocks 
These .are fine· grained, brown ~eathering rock·snwhich are white to 
· · green-white on fre5~ ·surface; the rock .commonly contains up to 10% pyrite, 
.. . 
and a -~gary tex~ure is developed as a result of weatnering of py~ite. · 
The _9)en :olo~r is' <;lueto the prese.nce of ma~i-po.site (Gale, 1971). 
Quartz eyes to -3 .mm are present 1 oca l_ly. 
The. rocks commonly occur in close spacial proximity to econpmic 
and .subeconomi~ mineralisation in three settings: 
(i))' In distinct ban~s up to metre thick and lC?~ally with considerable 
strike'length (300 m~tres at locality l-79E 164N) 'in the b~sic 
. . . 
rpck~ · ~ Th_ey h~ve sharp contacts wi·th the surrounding rocks, and have 
been ·subject t_o folding and· boudinage. The bands ·are · interpreted as 
cl~ert horizons. 
(i'i) In footwall rocks exposed at surface · at the East Mine•(locality 
~ ~ 
24.6~ 221 N), and at locali_ty l82E l86N an : irregular stockwork of pyrite 
' . 
- 42 
,bearing silicic veins which average 2.5 em in thickness and which cut 
basic pyroclasti-c and ba.sic sedimentary rocks (Plates 3 and l1), locally 
. . 
the veins cut .fragments in the pyroclastic rocks and are pY.'·obably 
epigenetic in origin. 
(iii) Numerous exposures of highly sil~cic rocks are found throughout 
..... . . 
the area which · cannot be dir~ctly cl~ssified as ·i or ii above. Inter-
mediate rocks between basic schi~ts, {q~rtz-chlorite schists) and the 
fine grained silicic rocks .are commonly found in .close spatial proximity 
to the silicic rocks~ and in the East Zone area a transition from basic 
through intermediate into silicic rocks was noted. The 1nference is that 
the silicic rocks in some instances developed by silicification of basic 
.• . 
volcat1'iclastic rocks,, perh~ps as· alteration products in relation to 
migrating mineral bea~ng'fluids. 
A weak to .strong L to L-S fabri .c is d,eveloped ·and .forms . augen 
round the quartz eyes. · Fracture planes are common. 
The matrtx in the rocks composed of 95 per cent quartz with minor 
plagioclase, and locally op to. 2 per c~ntmariposite,mi.nor actinolite, . 
chlorite and sericite can occur.' · The quartz grains (0.03 mm) show sutured 
grain boundari~s. Quartz porphyroblasts (up to 10 per cent of the rock) 
locally reach 3 mm and consist of single grains which commonly exhibit 
I 
undulose extinction or of aggregates of p'olygonal grains · which do· nqt, 
show undulose extinction.· 
The fabric in the rock is defined by parallel, orientation of the 
-r; 













2.3 .4 Quartz-Sericite Schist 
.~ . . 
These ·are highly -foliated, poorly consolidated~fine grained acid 
··'"rocks commonly containing up to 25~ quartz eyes (porphyroblasts?)_ 
. . 
embedded i~ a fine grained matrix (0.05\to 0.10 mm) of quartz and 
. . 
sericite. The colour varies from _pale green to ·mottled -grey and pale 
green to light grey, the green co1our is due to the presence of -mariposite. 
-~ The : sericite schist commonly contains up to 10% fine grained 
disseminated pyrite and several units are adjacent to economic and sub-d 
economic sulphide deposits. 
The main fabri.c is defined by ·alternating quartz rich and 
sericite rich lamellae (Plate 12) which commonly form augen round.the 
. . .,. 
porphyroblasts~ a strain slip fabrjc is commonly developed across the 
main foliation. 
The por~hyroblasts are euhedral to anhedral and are comprised of · 
si~gle ·grains or aggregates of several polygonal grains of quart~ which 
• I \ • 
exhibi't undulose extinction·.· The grains are commonl·Y elongate in out-
' line, and pull-apart texture is locally developed. (Plate 13), polygonal 
unstrained _quarti :grain~ are comriwl in strain shadows. 
\ 
T~~ matrix quartz can be polygona l or elongate and sutured in 
habit. Sericite ·grains in the matrix are .orientated parallel or sub-
. 









Stockwork of pyrite-quartz veins cutting basic 
volcanic sediment; footwall of the East Mine 
(locality 246E 221N). 
Quartz-sericite-schist. Main foliation (S ) defined by 
composite fabric of alternating quartz ric~ and sericite 
rich lamellae. Small quartz porphyroblast present in 
top right. Weak strain slip fabric parallel to base of 
picture (s3). Crossed nicols (x 20). 
- 45 - • 
. I Two outcrops of quartz-muscovite schist are present at l,oc;:ality 
• 
142E. 227N, and similar schists are present, in thin· bands at locality 
·999E 226tl. These roGks have a strong S to ~-S fab.rfc .defin.ed by' 
. . _...,_,. 
planar muscovite-ri~h and quartz-rich lamellae, the main ~chist~?ity is 
., 
. . . i~oclinally fplded a~d l_ater strain sl.ip surfaces are developeq.!., An 
earlier fabric is locally preserved in th~ qua~tz~ri~h la~ellae, and 
,• is defined by parallel orientation of the micaceous minerals. The rock 
consists of approximately 65X polygonal quartz, and about 20% orientated 
muscovite grains. Biotite, chlorite, epidote, and pyrite are minor·\'-.. 
• constituent's. Grain . size averages. 0.1 mm. Muscovite and biotite are 
( 
. . 
locally recrystallised in the later strain slip planes: 
-
.. 
2.4 Lithofacies- (Figure 4) 
. , 
The lithofacies units · are'defined on the relative abundance of 
-~ypes present in an area. The boundaries between the units of 
volcanic rock are transitional .and their positiori ~s subject to revision 
. 
as drawn on Figure 4, when further data-becomes available~ The litho-
. facies distribution is compiled from field evidence and from .data 
. ' 
ayailable from dri,l core. 







-~ The southern part of the i.~ predoinin~nt ly underlain 
~ by pillow lavas a~d mass'ive flow . •. minor basic· volcaniclastic 












2·.4.2 Basic · Volcaniclastic Rocks 
Large .portions of the central part of the Rambler Area ·are 
underla'in by rocks representing a enmplex basic volcanic environment. 
~ . 
Probabl~SOX of .the area is underlain by small ·isolated pillow lava · 
· . .. 
.. 
units; the re~ainder of the area is underlain by basic agglomerate, 
. I . 
' 
tuffs, an'd possibly pillow breccias~ with lesser amounts of reworked 
' 
.. 
fragmental rocks and vplcanogenic sediment. Mtnor chert, silicic rocks, 
arid quartz seri~ite schists are present, and locally -small felsi~~ 
I 
intrusions are present in the south-east portion of the unit . 
. 
2.4.3 Mixed Acid and Basic Rocks 
. 
This unit is comprised of vary.ing proportions of rhyolitic 
pyroclastic beds, and basic pillowed'and volcaniclas-tic rocks·. These 
. . 
rocks ar~ intimately', intermixed on a scale va-rying from alternating acid 
··a·nd b.asic laminae to acid and basic u~its 100 met.res thick. In general, 
. . . 
acid fragments are less obvious, and where present are smaller than in 
· the .acid volcaniclastic unit. The outcrops in .wl:lich· acid fragments are 
present in a basic matrix are within Ulis unit; several outcrops are 
recorded in which the. acid fragments in th~ basic matrix reach 30 em 
in·.size,' b,ut. generally the fragments are smaller. ~hert, silicl.c rocks 
. 
and quartz-sericite schists are a minor constituent in this unit . 
..-;. . 
. 
2.4:4 Acid Volcaniclastic Rocks. 
·, . 
·' . 
·"· . . 
Jhe central patt of .t~e. Ra·mtiier Area is underlain'primarily' by 





coarse acid fragmental rocks, toge.ther with a -subordinate amount of 
finer g material. The coarsest material is found in the 
south tralJI't of the area (locality 178E i12N). Minor basic c 
tuffaceous m ·erial may be presenf locally, and minor quartz sericite 
. . ~ 
schist units are present. 
• . . 
2.4.5 Basic Sediment 
This unit is comprised of bedded and laminated volcanogenic 
sediment and/or waterlain tuff, minor reworked tuff is locally 
identified in drill core, and minor basic pil~ow lavas may be pr~sent, 
A single conglomerate bed i~ present at locality 27~E 277N. Thinly 
bedded·and laminated impure grey chert is locally associ~ted with the 
seqiments. 
2.4.6 Younger 'Intrusions 
Basic intrusive rocks which'are too small to bi recognised as 
individual lithofacies· unit's c9mprise approximatel)l 25% of the . volcanic 
. r 
sequence, and ·1 ota 11Y they may form 60X qf the rocksl'exposed . ·The 
, · 
.basic intrus i ve · rocks i~trude a)f~f the rock types in the Rambler 
Area, the contacts ·are generally parallel or sub-parallel to the 
I 
schistosity planes and bedding. Approximately 75% of all outcrop in 
the area is comprised of basic intrusive material, and lithofacies F 
· ·may possibly reflect the lack''Of outcrop of intervening rock' types 
- . 
'rather than represent a single large basic intrusive.unit . 
. . . 
. 
. . . 
,. . 
/ • . 
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The Granodiorite Unit. G fo~ms the eastern margin of the 
Burlington ~ranodiorite and i~trudes th~ ~olcanic·s~quence: 
• . I . . 
- ~ . . 
Tne quartz-feldspar porphy~y Unit H ) is part of the 
western margin of the Cape Br.ule Porphyr~ and is thought to intrude the 
·volcanic .sequenc-e. Although no intrusive contact is exposed in tj:le 
•. ~ . 
Rambler Area 
( 
an· intrusive contact is reported at Woodstock (Coates, 
. .( 
• 1970; DeGrace et al., 1975~). . . 
2.5 Stratigraphic Relationships 
The lithofacies are defined on the·relative abundance of con-
stituent rock types, and the boundaries within the ~olcanic s~u~nce 
are depositioha.l, and transi'tional. The available facin_g criteria in 
the Ramb 1 er Area sugges_ts that the sequence becomes younger to' the 
northeast, no evidence to suggest the presence ~f a _major .unconformity, . 
major faulting o.r thrust.ing,'or large scale folding has been noted. 
. . 
The' analyses reported by Gale (1971) suggests that the ·basic ,rocks in 
the central and south of the area are komati.itic in composltiq_n, and 
. . 
the basic rocks to the northeast are tho.leiitic in _ c~posi-tion, th.is 
may suggest that the more differentiated rocks in the · northeas~ ar~ 
younger in age. \ · · · 
A. be.lt of ba~ic volcaniclastic rocks is . interpr~te<,! to : be 
present a]ong the margin of the Burlington Granodiorite on the basis of 
total field magn~tic sti~veys, and is~lat~d outcrop. The relationship 
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and the unit may mve its p~sent position to folding, fau·lting, thrusts 
or tectonic slides, or possibly to a pretectonic unconformity either 
overlyin£ or underlying the pillow . lavas . 
Table.2 illustrates the generalis.ed stratigraphic succession i n 
the Rambler Area. 
A tentative age of 460 million years has been obtained from study 
. ,!:·, .. 
of lead· isotope compositions in massive sulphide ore from the Ming Mine 





No figure for experime.ntal ~rror is given with 'this data, howe.ver, 
suggest that deposition~ the sulphides ·, and thus the vol can i c 
in the Rambler Area to.Pki>lace during the Ordovici.an. Deforma-
tion a~d metamor~hism of the rocks of.~he Pacquet Harbour Group may 
~ 
have occurred after the Ordovician and prior to deposit~on of the 


































Table ·2. Generalised Stratigraphic Succession in the Rambler Area. 
'Central and North ~a{t of Area . r --- -~- -- .- .- .- .----- - .------ ------ - - -------- -
., 
. 1 • 
c--· , Volcanogenic sediment 
c. I 
0 
·1- •·Basic volcaniclastic. rocks 
u I 
:C 1 Acid volcaniclastic rocks ~ I (localised centre) ;,. 
~ · :Basic volcaniclastic rocks 
- ~ ' . ~ 
.f-J . I ·• 
Vl 1 Basic flows 
? 
? sulphides- ? 
· Mixed acid and basic 
= volcaniclastic rocks 
' .... 
? 
Contacts between units are transi"tid'nal". 
~ k{~sJ _of .P.r~a-· 
. I 
• I . 
_.· ; Basic py"roc 1 as tic rocks 
' close to granodiorite 
~contact (stratigraphic 
:pos-ition u.ncertai n) 
























3. l Introduction 
.. ... 
Th~ structural hi?toryout.lined in this <;h(Jpter .was .con.structed 
using the principles of ·small scale structur~ anal~ses as expounded by 
Wilson (1961) ~nd as subsequently developed · by · ~any workers in structural 
. . 
. . . 
. geology, and by" interpretation of metamorphic r~crystallisaticin and . 
(-' · 
grO\'/th textures as outlined by Zwart (1960); Ra'st (1965),-and Spry , (1969) . . 
. . ... , 
The r~ajor defonnati<:!:l. episodes ar:e regionally developed and ·are associated 
wHh penetrative·L-S and S tectonic faiJrics (Flinn, 1962, :1965) or with 
··strain slip fabrics. · The .folds are descJYibed after .Fleuty (1964) . 
. Folding and deformaj\9n which does.notappear to be regionally developed 
is noted but is no.t designated as. ind.ividual separate deformation-
episodes . 
. • 
-~-··- ........ . 
Id~ntification and correlation ·of ·.individual .fabrics .is an 
important aspect of the p_rese-nt study.' The· problems . in ·correlation are 
parti~ularly acute -in the 'Rambler area d·ue t~ the combin.ed effects of: . 
(a) The a~sence of · p~imary _beddin·g fe~ture~; the generally massive 
.. 
. natur~ of the· rocks, and the probab]e complexity of the initial 
·.~ 
strati graph.y. .. 
(b) !he scarcity of outcrop. 
(c) The primary 1 ithologi·cal vari a:t.ion and its effects on fabric 
dev~lppment during ~etamorphism.' · . 
















~ . . .I 
and · the _ geh~ra 1 , - ~~s.ence of -~,~a ti'C growth phases. 
:·-
.... c;:. ~;. :£, _. Thewa~brevi _ations o1, o2, o3·, e~c. a~e used. to signify .succes'sive 
_;' :: ~ .. • ' ~- . :~~i ?·"~ 1_ de fOrmat ion a 1 e~iin ts'{' F1 , . F 2: ~ 3,, etij, ref~r to fo 1 ds 'produced 
. . , , 
. -· : during the suct'ess.tve deformational events; s;, s.~ .. -;53, etc.~ refer to 
ea · . '"\ · · -F~ -
... . . ... 11 
· sc.his.to~~~ties, an.1, 't2 , L3, etc.:': refer to stretching and crenulation 
lineations produced during the individual re ional def~mation episodes: . 
Table 3 summarises 
.j" ; 
history in the Rambler Area, 
Figure 4 and Fig~re 7 . the area . 
3.2 ·.The Earliest Recognised Deformation (~ 1 ) 
{ . 
·' -In most of the lithologies s1, when present is defined by 
·' .... 
parallel elongate qu~ and feldspar (pyrite and sphene) grains and 
by sma-ll relict or.ientated ferromagries'ian minerals which are preserved 
be~ween s2 transRPsition planes, generally at a low ~ngle to the planes. 
\ 
s1 is also preserved in andAolded round the· noses of F2 folds. s1 is / ,t 
commonly parallel or sub.-parallel to bedding in the area. In other 
' ' samples t~resence of narrow quartz rjc_Q !aminar doma1ns between 
; . . . . . . '-~ ~ .-~ . . 
planar anastomosing ferromagnesian rich doMi;ins suggest that the fabri~ 
is comp~site, ·and tha~ · tfe Si mineral· phases hav~ been recrystallised 
. . ' 
during o2. Wit~in, th_e pi-llow_ lavas s1 i.~ d~fined by orientation of 
matrix ac~in~lite grains although the prominant ~abric in the field is 
define.chby s2 ·st~ain slip planes {Plate 14). ~ 
- q 
s1 is a definite L-S tect6nic fabric shown by eiongated ~uartz, 
feldspar, pyrite, 
grain .aries. 
and sphene.grains which commonly exh i bit serrated 
. . .. 








Fabric " Folds 
. 
Faults ·and Shear Zones ~-
Later 
' .. . 




•. , Local vertical NE Open NE pl ungi ng ' 
04 - trending crenulation warps and fol ds . 
· cleavage ~ • . ~ 
\ Open to mod: tight \L renulation cleavage inalined, NE plunei ng - ~d strain slip. 03 .. -~-; bric, flat to NE · recumbent minor .and · 
dipping. major folds. 
..  
· . . -.~ ... -;:; . 
,. Minor t ight incl ined 
and Pel']etrative strai n uprig.ht fo lds wi th 
··o slips and transposed NE .pl unge. Prob~b 1 e 2 
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Figure 7. Geological cross sections through the Rambler Area, Baie Verte, Newfoundland . . 




Quartz-sericite-schist. s2 foliation forming augen 
round pulled-apart quartz porphyroblast; crossed polars, 
X 40 
Vesicular pillowed lava. Transposition planes of 
actinolite (S ) forming augen round plagioclase 
filled elonga~e vesicles. [ineate actinolite grains 






. ~ . •) ' ,..., 
J 
since it occurs i-n.massive volcanic ro'ck_s. When small particles are 
-,....,_ 
augened by s1 they are _lineated and sugge.\t·a_,.~- -~lue 1..:: K<OO (Flinn, 
.1962) dur_ing o1 h~-1eye_r, this . lineati~n is subp~-rc1l_lel _to L2 and in 
these cases may be modified by 02 . In the ·pillows to .. th,~_ south s2 is 
"(I • 
sometimes weakly.developed and it is probable that elo,ngatl"on _  of 
vesicles etc: occurred du!~~g o1. · . 
. No minor F1 folds were observed and the absence of major 
repetitions of the stratigraphy suggest that possibJe F1 major folds 
are either absent or are _extremely i:arge scale.·.· 
3.3 The Second Deformation (02) 
·. 
Over much of the area· 52 is defined by an intensive penetrative 
transposition fabric (platesl~ a~d 16) which was accompanied ~ 
./~ariable amounts of recrye;allisation and differentiation of t\e 
met~morphic ~inerals. Complete di Uerenti at ion notably · in the ~te 
schists, ~n the quart! saricite-schists and th_e q\,lartz . muscovfte schist, 
resulted in the develop~nt of a ~omposite fabric. s2 planes _ are 
defi.ned by laminar or anastomosing mafic rfch .domai-ns which are · 
. . . 
separated by quartz. and feldspar-rich ·domai.ns ~(Piates . l2and 17). fn 
. . 
the: b_asi'"/>..rocks,the mafic domai~s-(Plate 16) are predominant and s2 
fabric varies .from . a· co-mpletely- transposed s1 tci th_irrs2 .strain slip-
. ~ . . 
. planes ·a-:lcing w~ich chlorite h·as. preferentially grown. The pillow lav~) 
. •. . . .I 
in the south of the area are more diff.icult to interpr~t. Elongate 
. 0 
vesicles, mineral lineations,. and locally weak schistosities are 








Basic Sediment. Transposition of S1 defined by elongate quartzo-feldspathic and ferromagnes1an minerals into 
S? planes in which biotite and chlorite are prefer-
entially grown; crossed polars, X 30 . 
Basic fragment in agglomerate. S transposition planes 
of s1 with actinolite and chlori~e growing preferentially in s2 .Actinolite, epidote and pyrite grains elongate in SJ. eight grey cloudy patches consist of epidote (after 
plagioclase);plane light, X 30. 
-·-
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Plate 17. Quartz-chlorite schist. Alternating lamellae of 
chlorite (dark) and quartz and feldspar (light) 
defining S?. Elongate pyrite grain parallel to s2 . The S? lamellae are folded by an F3 crenulation; 
crossed polars, X 40 
Plate 18. F2 closure in hangingwall basic tuffs above the Ming M1ne, locality 202E 268N. 
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cannot be 'recognised with ani degree of . certainty ·in thin section . In 
the field the dominant f.issility was mapped as 52 ·on the basis of its 
apparent composite n~ture: This practice is tontinued in thi.s thesis . 
- ~ 
Within the basic volcanic .and the sedimentary lithofaci.es in the Ramb l er 
. 
Area,s2 fonns the dominant 'planar feature and the main schjstosity as. 
\/ ' measured fn the.·field repfesents s2. 
The prominent st~uctur~l feature in the area is defined by 
elongate fragme.nts (Plates. 2 ~nd 7), 'grain·~, and vesicles which a·re 
.. 
... 
parallel or s~b-paridlel · to L2 mineral lineations and to F2 fold axes . 
The. elongation suggests a k value> 1 ~uring o2 , and the N.E. plunging 
direction of elongation and of mineral lin~ation is ~onstant throughout · 
. . .. . . 
th~ area. F2· folds ·.are -loca~ly extrere·l_y tight _ (Plate 6) and suggest 
that conside~able strain occurred durl!rJ~. o2; it is possible that strain 
related to o1 may have contributed signifkantly to the overal_l o2 
_ . strain patt~rn for the Rambler Area. The Z axis of the deformation 
ellipsoid is parallel to _the mi~o-r.F2 fold axi_s·. Na~row schistose zones 
( . 
averagin&r20 em . wide · are comoon in the a.rea, they are usua 11y pl ana.r ,~· 
• 
and parallel the main f~liation or the bedding. The'zones are composed 
, 
of soft chl~itic schist in the basic· rocks, ·and quartz sericite schist •· 
- . . . 
. i~ the acid rocks. These may repres~nt zones of in.tense o2 .strain. 
1 . Minor F2 fold axes hav~ _b.een .. re:corde_d from several local iti~s·;· 
. ~hey are ~dentified by the p_r~~enc~ of s2 axial planar· schis~os~ty, :. and 
by folde? s1 planes. In the 310 exp1or.ation (:!rift ill the Ming Mine the 
. ~ - .. 










~ese~t;· in . the nas~s of the folds the veins are ·less · than 5 em thick, 
and thin . rap.idly in the 1 imbs. At the entrance to the 310 drift in the 
Ming Mine a!l Fz fold of a. massive sulph~de lens is· preserved in quartz 
·s~ricite s'chist. · In· the Min'g open pit, the nose of a tight N.E. plunying . . 
. .. . ~ . 
_F2 _fo.ld_.with h'alf wave. leng.t~ of 60 em is present (Plate 18) in'the 
hangingwall tuffs. In th~ 1034 exploration drift at the East Mine. . 
,· folded quartz veins similar to those in the Mine Zone ~r:e . present. At 
' local_ity 182E 216N . i_n th~ south of the acid pyroclas'tic terrain small 
F2 fo]ds · in s· cnr ·aci.d tuff ~ands ·are pr~~ent, _ they are uprig~t, · clos.e to 
. . 
·tight and plung·e to . the~N:·E. at .a moderate ' to steep angle (P·late 19), F2 
folds of quartz veins ~re also present in this l'Ocality. _At locality 
, ggg[ 228N several upr.ight 'N.N.E. plungin.g isoclinal folds o~asic ~uff 
b~n~s ~represent and'at locality lOSE 288N ~evera) isoclinal f9lds of ·· 
quartz veins, a(ld locally 5 c~ wave1eng~h-· folds -0~ s, are presentas 
intrafolial fol-ds 6_etween s-2 pl~nes. 
·A definitiv!=! structural analysis· of the Rambl~r Area cannot be 
made due to lack of adequa~e structural criteria. 4 • . Neverthele~s, a probable 
uprigh~ F2 -f~.d. of · a~p~~~:i.mate hal'f w.avelen~th,of '350 ~etres is developed 
i n the .sout~ c_ent.r~\ p~rt _ o_f ttle Rambler;- Are-a (section E-F-G on ·Figur:e 3, . . 
• 0 • - • fl 
· and Figur~ '.7 ) .. Th is fold js inter'preted to be. an _F2 fo!d because -the s2 _ 
: . . 
. foliation is s~eep to vertical. ~ i~ t~e area, and ·sfrikes to t+te northeast, 
and minor F2· fold~ at ·locality 1B2.E ·216N_ a_re tigh~·and · upright . . Bedding 
cJeav~ge i~tersectio.hs_ on this fold are pre~ent ~nJy 0~ the northwest 
l ·imb and a single top indication from graded bedding . suggests tliat .the 
.. 
· 
0 fold is a syncline'overturned to the S.E. 
·. -~ -· 
. P.· ·· . , · .&_ . .. . • • 
.  





F2. fold closures of "disrupted acid tuff (?)" bands and 
OT syntectonic quartz veins. The folds plunge to the 
N.E. at a moderate angle and axial planar 52 foliation dips to the 5.E. at approximately 70 degrees. A flat 
lying strain slip cleavage cuts across these fold 
closures but is not evident from the photograph; 
locality 182E 216N. 
53 crenulation cleavage in basic sediment. The rock is comprised predominantly of chlorite and 
biotite, and locally clasts are present; crossed 




3.4 The Third Deformation (03) . 
. Moderate to shallow. northeast di~p~ng crenulation cleava~es 
. I 
I 
· s3 (Plates 12 and 20) and moderately P,lunging- crenulation lineations 
"' 
. . . 
(C..) are common thro~9.hout the area particularly in rock_s whic~ possess · 
' 
a good S to L-S o2 fabric. · These fabrics are locally a~companied by : 
' 
recrystallisation.ot" chlorjte, biotite, and muscov'ite in the pl.;1ne of the 
. . 
s3 fabri_<;: ·. Locally s3 is axial' ~lanar to open r-ecumbent to shal.l~w 
4 ' . • 
indined N.E. plunging folds of s2_ and bedding (Plate 21). A crenulation 
· lineat~on is devel·o~ed par~llel to the·axes of the folds, ~he fol~ing 
i_s ·best developed in ttfe basiC sediments in .the N.E. of the area. In 
the Ming Mine co~parable F; and s3 structures are ~eveloped in the or~ 
zone and the country rock,and are discontinuous down p·lunge ' and -di~­
hannonic in nature; th.e fold; in the Ming _Mine .reath 20· metres: i~ ~rilp.- .·. 
litude. In the East·Mine, in the 1034 drift,the nose of .. a .. large shallow. 
~ 
north plunging re·cumben't post s2 fold of an acid tuff horizon . is present . 
and . h~s an .associated shallow N.E. dipping .cren'ulat~on cleavage. 
In most ' of the T acid pyroclastjc ' terrain, the tidminant 
.fabric is a sballow N.E_. dipping ·strajn sl i_P cleav_age ·_(s3) ·(Piate .22:) 
which has rTinor as.sociated re·cryst.allisa'tion; this fabr.ic commo·niy . 
. . . . . 
appears as a fracture cleavage in the field. lhe fabric cut's ac~oss· 
. ~ . 
. minor F2 fo}d c·l.o~ures and asseciated steep axiaL pl~f!ar ~2 fabric at 
. . 
locality 182E. 216N. _·No associated-minor f 3 folds ar~ noted in th~s area . . , . ... 
Sttain .. related 'to D·j do~s not appev to-be a ~ignifi.cant factor . 
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F3 fold hinge showing axial planar crenulation cleavage in chloritic sediment. s2 planes are defined by chlorite 
rich and quartz rich lamellae, chlorite is recrystallized 
in the plane of the s3 cleavage. Locality 275E 277N. 







op~n a'nd dish_annonic ~ na~ure •. locti·ly howev~r· 03 strain ·may be . 
. . . 
significant in ' the rock. 
. .. . . . \ 
The large scale ~ariation i~ the attitud~ of s2 tan be expJained . 
" . 
if the pres~nce· of large sc·ale open disharmonic. F3 fold structures are 
.· 
postulated. :rhe position o.f F3 fold. axial plane trac~s · a·re drawn.o'n 
Figure 4 a~d Figure 7. 




A weak, verticat to subvertjcal N.E. striking cre~tilatio~ 
· cleavage is convnonly dev.eloped qn ··N.E. dipping· s2 surfaces, and ~1n 
.associated N.E. p·lunging cr.enulation-iS commC>n in the area. ·This· fabric 
. ,. is.~xia) _planar t'o open .. (loc~lly trght) warp~ and-folds 9f s2 an~ bedding. 
Co~pa'tab.le warping 9f S:y isco111npl).\ .but. TJO .. ~ss~~iated fabrics were n?ted. 
The open "folds; h.~ve art amp·litude' ~f up to· s··metres ·-an(l_a wavelength of 
up to 3Q'metres (Pla~e 23) - although the dimen~dons are com1foni.ymuch 
. .. . j · . sn)a 11 e r. II 
. . a 
.. 3.6 Local Deformatton Features 
to~'' .. 
. . 
. .t . 
.· rn addttion to the; apparent. regional deformation features ·described 
above •. mi n.or pos't-02 defonna tion featu~res are present which 'cannot be 
· di.rectl.y re1ated to the .. major features·. ' · 
. . . . . . . . ~ 
Op.en to close recumbent 11 Cross folds 11 -are present locally, these. 
. . . 
. have an amplitude of .up to' s·metres and the axis trends to the N.W. 
' I • • 



















1 eve l ~rift and 
in the 300 level #4 sfope ir.1 the Ming Mim~, other examples are present 
-dn ti1e deeper le~els of the .M.ing Mi~e (R .. Nor~;an, pers. comm .. ). At 
.• locality 190E 313N the same type of operi folds are noted. These folds 
are disl1armonic and do not appear to s,igniffcantly affect the regional 
.. 
attitude of s2 in' the are!l. At locality'305E 290N close, moderately 
to steeply inclined, ·moderate ILW. plungi~g fol·ds 'ots2 and bedding (_ 
are present {Plate 6 )7 and F2 fold closures appear . to be folded ' round 
the fold axis: a N.,W. pl'unging crenulation lineation is deve~oped on 
'j~: 
·s2 surface.s parallel to th.e fold axis. Most of the. folds have round ~ 
fold hinges but several are box folds. Locally significant mineral 
. 
"· 
recrystaliisation is.as~ociated with these folds. 
. 
The folds have a· gentle to steep N.E. dipping axial plane and 
are probably o3 strucutres . 
. . 
3.7 late Deform'ation Features 
. 't• 
3. 7.1 Faults ., 
.. , . ·~ ~} . 
· ·A small dextral N.W. striking fauJt .. is 'present i~ the Ming · o~.e 
Zone (Eigure4'f). ' The fault .dips at about 80 degrees. to th~ S.W., has. 
a Jatetal displacement of approxima~eJy 18 metres, ·and a down-throw to 
l l 
. . . 
, . ~ 
the S:W. ~f approxima.t~ly 4 metres. · ~ ~rominent post-52 bre'ccia zone ... ; 
" 
_is develo~d, and the fault is~ late stage feature in the deformation 




. . · 
. 
~· 
~. ,rr-.~ . 
() 
. - ~ . 
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In the r:est.o( the Rambler A.rea, a lack of detailed s.tratigra~hy 
' preyents definite identificatJon and evaluation of f~ult zone~. 
't · A·marked l_inear feature is observed striking W:tLW. along 
. . 
· .. Ramble-r 13rook,.and ~hrough Rambler Pond; the apparent ·breakin the 
1ithofacies distribution pattern in the area ·coupled with evi~ence from 
drtll core in th~ . Rambler Mine A~a.suggests that the _ .. l_inear represe-nts 
the outcrop of a lmv angle (30 degrees) N.N.E. diP.Ping fault plan.e. 
~ Small o'utc.rops of chlorite schist are prese~t· along the fault zone, 
and 1-2 metres of chlor..{tic· gouge -material are present in drill core. 
No la~ge scale br,ecciation,or· variation in attitude of the main 
. foliation. was note_d in the ·vicin i ty of . the·fault, how~ver, the apparent 
. . 
trend of the f~ult c~ts the main foliation·and apparent fold pattern 
.. ., . 
i'n tile area,and probably postdates the main deformation· episodes. The 
lithofacies distribution patter.n suggests. thaf the ·rocks to the N.E. 
.. .· 
of the fault ~ave been downtt,rown {perhaps in the order of sod ·metres), · 
' ~th respect to the rocks o-f th~ s .. w. side. 
11 
'' . ~~e remainder of the.faults indicated on Figure 4 have b~en 
~· 
· ~ ~ssume~.·:t. tile basi~ . o~f .~t~~.ra·~·~ic l~n~.a.rs _~. p~ssible lithofacies breaks·;, 
aRd _f~om' cmt,ai~e~oph{..sic~l -~.aps.- .f}· - ~: : · . ~ .. 
' .: ' Y:e.i'j~beC"-'i~~ifica..~{taults or tectonic slides in 




3.7.2 Jo~nts and Joint Drags 
Vertical to fub-vertical a~d horizontal to sub-horizontal joints 











the plane of the joints. In the quartz sericite schists · in the Ming 'Mine~· 
rotation between closefy- spaced joint planes have produce9 subverticai · ·;;, 
11 kink bands 11 or joint drags (Dew·ey, 1965) up to 5 ·em .wide. A single .. 
7 em wide kink ·band .was observed at locality 242E 270N. 
... ; 
- ,.,_) . 
3.8 Strain and Strain Variation 
Strain ·measuremen_ts· were performed. by Gale ~1971) and shows that 
. . 
b~l and that 1< K<co,<-Flinn, 1962); he suggest~ that th.e fab.rics 
. 
thro't§!hout the area approach tho_?e of pure L-tectonites. Visual examin-
ation of the deformed objects in the area~ggest that there is a minor 
: . . 
flattening component to-the . deformaOo_n,; furthermore, weak to mod~...-a~ly 
strong schistosity p\anes in actinolite rich rocks su9gest that there i~ 
an S cornpone.nt to the strain. · The present a·uthor describes the tracks 
as .. t-S tectonite;. The Z' axis of the defo,..,ation e 11 i p"i d p 1 unges 
consta~-:ti.Yjo the.;: N._E. thro:~-?i1otJt. th~ area~ l. __,.'~. • "" 
The major episode o_f straih app~ars to have·. occurred dur..ing .02_, 
. ~~~~owev.~r it is po~sible that .consider_abl~ amounts of str.ain occur.~>j9 . ~ ~·~. '. 
. . -
during ·o1. ! The relatively open nature o~ post o2 folds, ~nd the local ~ 
. . ~ 
development of 03·...,and 04 structures suggest that the rocks were subject 
. , .... 
. . ' \ . . 
to only minor strain after the second defqrmation. 
. . 
The intensity of strain varies throughou~ th~ area, the pillows 
in the south show little or no ~~idence~f . strain, there i~~ general 
in.creas~ in el~ngat) .o~ of pil~ows :nd ..... ~~:.~ic~es !awards th~ _ north of 
the area, and· 1n part1cular towards the margHJ 6't the Burl1ngton 











·~ . ; 
. · 







of l to 1.5 to 10 are present. A second notable feature is that 'str.ain 
•. 
intensity'has no relationship. to th~ int.ensity of the fabric as observed 
.. -
in the. field, . highly str~ine·d pillows may possess"weak fabrics while 
' ippar~ntlj unstraine~ pillows · ~nd frag~ents may possess an intense 
~hlDritic schistosity; the acid r_o~k·s oftan app~ar massfV~to weakly 
' . foliated while elongated fragments_ and tight F2. closures- suggest that 
they·. have been subject to a considerable amo~n._t of strain. 
.The acid vo)canic, the basic yolcanic, 
• 
~ ~n.ct' the basic .sedi~entar~ ) ithofacies :~ppear to hav~ suffe~ed 'ro~ghl_y 
tomparable amounts of strain . 
. . 
The presence of relatively unstrained 
~ • • c ,; ~' 
pi'llows in the south may ·suggest that the deformation decreases in 
4 ~, • 
intensity ·;·n thi~. direction.., possibly as a · res~lt o.f ~ither the pillows 
. . , r . 1rr 
acting ?.~ a competent unit during defonnation 'or the intensity of the ... 
.. 
. f.· tectoni~ processes re.sponsible for defonnati.on decreasing _ towards ~he. 
sou.th of the Rambler Area. However, south of· th'e area, defo'rmation is 
again intense. 
With the Burl i.ngton Granodiorite·, the-,Cape Brule Por1)~yry, . 
tA -.... . • • ~ . '·, 
• . . , o1 . • 
.• _ .an~ the. _metabasite- intrusionso strai.n ma:kers·.a~e absenl,a~-~i~a!'i1J19l1n~ 
qf s~rfin· 'suff~r~d cannot be .estimated. F.apri .c~ are present within 
•• 
• : ' I' these ·r.ock~-~ In · general' the metabasites are .only mildl~ recrystallised, 
' . I . 
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. / CHAPTER. IV 
. • METAMORPHIC HISTORY 






t; . .;·'. 
r.- , . 
...... . 
The metamor~hic history i s described in terms of metani~?rphi .c 
growth stages which are iden.tified with reff!renc_e to periodj'of. 
deformation. The develop~nt of· preferred orientation during periods 
of dyr1amic or s_y-nte~~onic mineral growth (Flirm, .1965) provides markers 
-... 
in the metamorphic history of the ar.ea. The .metamorphic growth stages · 
are referr~d .to as MS 1 r ~P 1 , MS2 , etc., after ~tu~t · and H~rris (1961), .•. 
: and they probably re~re~ent a continuoui se~uente of events . . The · 
, 
major metamorphic stages rec9gnisable in t~e·Ramble~ Area (esult. fr6~ 
"' 
syntectonic grm.,~h and"recrys_tallisation eve~ts, static metamo.rphic . 
grm·1th · phase~ are developed OfllY. locally.· . No prete:ctonic metamorphic 
mi~eral a~se~bl age·s h~ve ·feen ~jd~tified a~~hougti their· _orig:al p.resenc.e 
may be- suspected iri relatjon to either alteration of the basic rocks 
prior to defonnat,i·on (CaJln, 1"969;.Spooner'· and Fyfe, 1973) : or to conta~t 
. . . .· L .. . ~ 
me~..amorphjsm ·i.n_re_lation to the Burlington Granodiorite and the·Cape 
, ~ . ' . . 
B ru 1 e .Porphyry . . '. 
4.2 Syntectonic Mineral Growtti with resp.ect:-to o1 (MS1)_ 
Syntectonic m}neral grow~h during o1 le~o the· developfJ!ent of 
a L-:S to L tectonite fa.bric which ~s _.,locally preserved thtoughout the· 
a~a t~een: s2 transposition planes; within th; pillow 1-ava'!i ; · s1 fabric 
. . .. ... ' ' : . ~ . 
• · is defi n'ed l?Y ?Ctinolite and feldspar ·and is preserved between s2 strain 
.' 









slip plan~s· , it locat4y fqrh1s. the do~t fabriciri the pillows. · 
. . 
Elongated quartz an? f~lds~ar grains ~redbminantly d~fine S·1"·in the acid· 
-
rocks and in the basic sedime~t~ and ~ol~~n~clastic ~ocks: elongate 
' epido~-~ gr.ai~s.· locally elongate pyrite g_rains," and disseminated 
.or)entated grains of acttnolite, chl-orite; sericfte anrl biotite also 
. . ' .. 
· · define s1. It i: possible that, recrys~l ~-isa_tion. of early l~w gr;ade 
M~~ minerals occurred during _ p~ogres~iv~~et~morph~sm to form biotite 
·and actinolite . ' 
.. 
. .. 
4.3 f'PostTect~~i~'Minetal Growth __ wi.th respect to ?l (MP1) 
. . 
.. 
No unam~:fi guous MP 1 phases wer~ recorded from the area. Straight 
i ncl us i a·n t;~ .il ~ of epi d~te and seritite· are commori . ; n .fel dsp.ars 
- . . 
~ tnroughout' the area, fn se.veral case? two .. s~ts of trai 1 s form at right ·· 
angles and are cleafl~ re·lated to alteration· along cl.eaVage planes 
within th~ crystal~; it seems ~robable-that mos.t. if not all of these trails 
l 
formed in this man.ner. 
. .... ;' . 
"". ., .. . . : 
4.4 Syntectonic Miner~l Growth wi·t~ · reSp~<::.t · ·t~ -.. 0~ (Ms2) : 
~ 
Varying· degrees of rretamcrphic recrystall i sat ion and 
"' ,· . 
' di fferenti ati on. ~c~ompan-i~d crenul ati cin of _th~yabri~. In most' of 
... . . . · . . 
the 1 itholog.ies'· s1 has been 1 arge.ly obliterated with the tend~ncy. for 
~ . . 
9uartzofeldspathic and ferromagnesian minerals to occupy .separate 
laminar -~ornains_ (Plates 9 and 1.2) ;,.s1' is: prese-rved locally between 
I 
these domains, a~d ~n man,Y of the rocks s, has .been comp1ete1~ t'ranspos~d. 
... . · -' 
i . 




,_ . . 










Quartz, .feldspar, chlorite, biotite, sericite, lnuscovite, acti·nolite 
and epidote apparently recrystall_ised or renucleated dtJ_ring o2 , and 
.local.ly hornblende: 
-· ' 4 
4.5 Post Tectonic Mineral Growth with respect to o2 (MP2) ' 
· . 
Garnets with straight inclu~ion . .t~ails of s2 are locally present I . . 
in the acid volcanic rocks,' these crystals have bee'n rotated during . the 
. . . 
development of s3 ·s·train .slip p~anes . . Elsewhere if' the are·a MP2 bi.o_t_i tes · 
. ·,(Plate 24 and.-25) and l~~ally .MP2 ac.tinolite~o-rnblende. ~ryst~ls 
(Ptate :26) . cut across s2. The age of· these . crystal~ wit~ res~ect to D3: 
. . 
~n~ 04 was ·not detennined s_ inc~ s3 and ~4 w~re not ob-served -i.ri ~ela~ i o.n . 
t_o .M_P2 crys't?ls, but it s~ems likely' that they grew at.the ~am~ tjllJe as 
. . . . .. . . . ~ 
the.garnet,-perha'ps inmediately.·after the growth of MS2 minerals. 
• • • • 0 • • • ·~ . • •• 0 
~- . 
• . ( 
. . . ' 
. 4.6 Synte·eton_J ~ Min era 1 Growth with respec't to 03 (MS3) 
~ . ·. 
..... . 
VariabJe amocints Gf recrystallisation occurred ~I) relation to 
\ ~ 
·: \'-~(ain :1 ip fabric.~ ~P:ate .211:. In the··~.cld Cocks, biotite, ch~r-i;e { . · 
~nd actirtolite ;recr.ys.till1sed. within s3 pl~nes; sp~ctac.u.liJ:r recrys.~:· 
l{sation-a(·.~~lo'rite and quartz dur.ing s3 ts ·demonstrated at locali.ty 
19~E 3i~~··;. At local~ty 305E 288N orientated MS3 bi'otite and·mu.scovite 
crystai.s overpr.~ rtt s2 •. 
. ·· ·" 





. . . ~ ~ . . . 
.. .. 





F4 fold of hangingwall tuffs in the Ming Mine; Locality 2U2E 268N. 
MP2 biotite crystals overgrowing lineated actinolite quartz and epidote crystals . Large MP2 pyrite grain in lower left of picture; crossed polars, X 15. 
- 73 -
Plate 25. MP2 biotite crystals overgrowing lineated actinolite crystals, the actinolites are cut parallel to the 001 
section. White areas are holes in the thin section, 
and small grains of epidote are present; plane light, 
X 20. 










. • ' . 
4_: . ..? __ , _S.Y.!l_t.~~f~~ij_c_ !,.i _r~~_r)_l _ i.;.,-~,~~-t~l .. l'li tt1 n~:spect to· o4·. (~1S 4 ); . 
. · ·Locally rr.in~1r· y· . .- -~ ··: ' .?• ,.l!·c ry·.;t,l l l'isdU.qrl·.of.CJuartz and 'chlorite 
~l . ~ 
· occurr~d durirHJ D-l.t 
~· . . . 
' 
' 4. 8 . Me tilmo__ryi~!£...G_r~1~U~--
• ·The rninerul :lS·sseinbl ,.:t~es. present in. the.Rambler· Area·were 
. . • , '·t' . . • . , 
· des~r.ibed. and discus~e\l by Gqle· (19·71) .• ·h~ .conc l ~ded .that co'nd_itio"ns.·.of 
the qu.ar.tz-albi te-~pidote-alm~ndil)e subfa.cies (Wi"nkle~ .• -19.67) 'ex i sted o 
. . .· . 
·in the northern part, and c~nditions of the quartz~cilbit~-~pidote-~iot~te 
. . subfacies existed i~ the· so'uthe;n part' o'f the R~mQler A'(~a duri ng a~d 
. . . 
after 'the main o2• episode. 'rhe presen~e .of al~ite . indicates condftions 
' . . 
of·the upper part o( th~gre~n~chist. facies ~ere p~evalent in the area. 
. . .. ·. . . . . 
The widespread pres·ence of d{sequjl ibrium textures 'in. the .rocks 
... . . . . . 
. . . 
•• c ·. • . . • 
.in the ' Rambler Area, ~nd the·possible tontrols .of p-rintary litholo.gic~l 
. . .. . ' . 
variation on the metamorphic mineral·as~erilblages, cast doubt on the. · 
~ usef~lness of e;t!Jblishin·g· su~facies, a·nd indeed Wi.nkl~· r: .(1970) su.gg.ests 
. . . . . 
. '· 'that . s'ubfac);es classification is cumber.some and. shouid be ~bo,.isped. ··. 
. . Table 4 su~mari.se~· the· metamorp,hi¢ his·tory in the Rambler Area 
• • • • • • - • 0 • • • 
' . . . 
wi.th respe~t to the individJJal .defonnation ·episo'des. ·. It is·evfderit that 
. - . :·. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : , . -~ . . .. . 
a sequence of . pr:ogra~~ met~~.o~.pbi sm occ.ur.;ef: t~~e me~~~orp~j·c climax ~-~s · . 
a tt~ ~ned towards the ehd of, and· after o2 wi ~the. ~.~owth of ~ornb l'en-de, · 
, ""' .. . ' . . ,-----·- ·. . . . 
garnet~ . and bi.otite .. . "J:he·metamorphic clima.x was followed by local 
·~ .ret~ogres;ion ~ia~:d ~ith. p~ an.d .. ,04, ir)<;licat~~~~Y· r~~la~~m~nt of ~·orn-:- · 
b !ende bX . ~. and ch 1 orite, the·. fel ~spars .by. .!'P idbte ·.and _Seri c: te.; an~ bioti.(e.•by chlorite. .. . · .:·  · 
' .. · 
·' ~ ... .4 . 
. : , •',i . 
'· 
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: Th·~ followi~g 'descripti?ns· a.n~· co!'Jclus i ons result from-~t-udy 
of severt~J ... dr:i.ll cores in the l~ing ~one, fr_on) personal observations 
. . 
und~~ground and on the ore ~tockpile, . and from discuss i ons with th~ 
. . 
geologists at.Consolidate·d Rarnpler ·-Mines,; 24 polished ore specimens 
. . . ~ . . . -
1·1e ·re~.-exaniined. The sections in f i gure 5 were constructed by ( Norman·. 
1':, 
-· ~line Geol'ogist'. 
The study is of a reconnai_ss~nce natyre and i's ~ntended to 
• 
provide a -pa;is. for com~aris'on wi·th other : ~lassive· - ~-~lphide dep06its 
(i.e. Hutchinson. and. Searle, 19il'; ·sangster, l-972;· Lambert and Sato, 
. ' 
l974; ·Ishihara, 1974; and, Vokes and · Ga.le, 197~).· A . .brie(pescr.iption .. 
. • l . . . . . 
of the Ming Zon~ has been published by~eenan (19~3). 
. { 
.. .. ; 
.· . 
5.~ G~neral Desc~iption ~ -. 
. . . : ~ . . . 
The ling_ O_re Deposit is .a .·tabular-elonga-te~~H"lap~d,. stlatiform. 
sulphide body producing. copper,_go ld, al)d s i~ cha 1 co pyrite 
. . ' . . 
massive 
/ 
is the dominant. ore minera 1. It is situated in the rrorth-:-centra l part · 





• • f. 




northeast of the Mings Bi ght-La Scie road . intersection, it· has a northwest 
strike length from 100 to 160 metre~, and plunges to the_ northeast at · a 
dip of 30 to 40 degrees for a knewn plunge lengt~ of 1000 metres . 




Lon~itudfnal and strike se~tions of the: Ming Ore Deposit are 
..-· I . ~· 
. ·.· 
·presented in'Figore·5. 
. . . . . 
It sho_uld be noted that the diagram is scaled in 
. . -- . 
/ . 
· feet because ·t_he Mtne ~!lrv·ey does n'ot use the metric system. The massive· 
; 
.-· 
.s!Jlphide lenses/ are seen· to have a· compiex faci~s relationship with _t~e 
adjacent acid and basic roc~s. but in the . overal1 lithofacies p~cture in 
. -
. .. · -the Ran1bler Area·. the mass.iye· sulph i de. ·lens is situated ·a.t dr near .the 
. .. .. 
nq_rtheast ~ontatt'li~_tween q}e main ilcid. pyroclastic ·ui1it, and the basic 
. . 
v.olcaniciastic unit. :As a generahsu.tion the ore len?es are -within. 
the · ~cid . unit . on the s6utheast si~e o? the deposit and they te~d to lie 
_ ;~ t~e -basic t:uff or volcanogenic;jdim~nt unit . on·.the northwesfside; 
·bedding .where 'present ·i.s para·1lel to the sulphide lenses, and· the' 
ore - leT:lses cro"Ss the facie-s boundary be'twe~n the acid and basic rocks4 
. . . 
: In_.the mine ·termi.nolo_gy .the rocks above the up~r ore lens are termed 
·~ : 
. hanging~all :rocks·. an'd: the rocks beneath t.he lo~er. ore: lens are termed 
footwall rocks. Locally acid and busic tuff units are interbedded and 
. i nterlaminated:. 
5·.' .-1 Hangingwall Rocki 
.. 
The hangingwall rocKs consist of basic flows and pyroclastic 
rocks·. badc· .. infrus1ons al)q minor lenses·of in.tr,ive tlltrabasic rocks; 
.. •. 
these have been describ~d in - Chapte~ IL. 
' · A ·u~it of banded oa·sic tuffs or v.olcanogenic sediment (Plate.29) 
gener~Hy Jess than ·15 metres thfc;k is. present thrct1ghou't the ha!'gingwall 
'1, 
fm:ks. On the .. northwest side of the ~eposit similar basic tu_ffs are. 













. . . . 
On t]le southeast side of the deposit up· to 3 metres 
.... 
...:. . 
of acfdic . rocks · occur between t:.he -hfghest massi.ve sylphide lens 
and the basic tuffs. ' . • 
. 
The basic tuffs are ~$chistose and consist of alternating sha~ply 
defined layers (averagin_g 2.5 em thick) of actino_lite-biotite-ri.~h and 
. . 
c?. calcite-epidote-quifrtz- rich mate~~a.l. Minor lenses of magnet'ite-
....J • . ' • •. ~ .. 
. . attinolite and magnetite-chlorite schist ar~'present in the 1 tuffs. 
. . " . . 
. ' . . 
· .SeveNl . thin lenses of ·qua,rtz-garnet-magnetite assembl'age occ~r 
in the sili'cic. rocks in .the -11angingwall. thes.e rocks may have- originated-
' 
' as iron . and manganese r:ith che-r(s . . B'iotite prophyroblasts reaching 5 nun 
~· 
... 





in the tuffs. actinolite porphyr.oblasts ar.e found locally . . Boundinage 
I ' · 
and folding of the layers occur local)y. 
Minor thin stringers of pyrite and chalcopyrite are present· 
)'lithin ·several centimetr~ of the upper sulphide lens. generally mineral-
. . ~ . 
isation in the hang~ngwall .rocks 'consist of disseminated pyrite gJains 
. ·. 
and pyrite in vein fillings a·nd seldom comprises more than one per cent 
of the rock. 
5~2.2 Footwall Rocks 
The footwa 11 roc.ks, and the rocks beneath the hangi ngwa 11 tuffs 
. . 
vary in character from quart~-eye sericite ' schists (see below} to acid 
c 
tufface6us and agglomerate rocks.- to ~~Jassive rhyolite,. to quartz felds-
·. 
par porphyr.y. · The later..al distribution of the_se rock types . appears 
·' ... 








~ . ·· ~ 
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:-• . 
.. 
close to the ot·e horizon - \'lh :ile ac;id pyroclastic and more 
• ~ ,r. ,· 
lll(lssivc rhyolftic rocks becomu111ore evident at(\ distance o~p10-30 metres· 
1i 
' 
beneath tt1e ore horizon. The qu(lrtz-eye serjcite sci1.ists appear to be 
developed from tt1e dcid pyroclastic and more massive rhyolitic rocks. 
I 
fhe quartz-eye seri.~ite schist (Plate 27) is comprised of up 
to 20 ~:. qy volume .of augened (single or coarse polygonised crystals) 
() . 
·deep ·b .. lue to white quartz grains up to 4 nun in size; these are'" set 
., . 
in a matrip of fine grained (\l.05 11111) elongated or polygonised quartz 
.-; -
. . 
grains and/or· orient(lted sericite, 1 oc·a 11 y minor chrome ·mica (maripos ite?) 
is dis·semina·ted throughout the seric.ite schist. Th~ blue colour of the · . 
..... .. · 
- . 
quartz ey~s ~robably relates to single~r se~eral large strained quartz 
crystals foruling· the quartz eye, the white colour probably relates to 
poly.gonised unstrained quartz grains for.ming. the q ·u~rtz eye or to~flufd 
inclusions in thegrains. 
The acid pyroclastic and rhyolitic porphyry rocks .1Jre similar 
!.J 
.. to .the rocks des:cri?ed iyt Section 2:2.3. : 
. . ·.. ' ·. 
. .. . '~ . . . 
•. <:s; ·: • . · Min.e$a.lisa~1.on ~n :.t~e footwa-ll rocks takes' three forms:-
:· ... (1 )· DisJ)eminated pyrite c(Hl· comprjse up to lOX of the ·footwall rocks 
. 
but generally compris~s less than. ~X. 
( 11 ) 
p 
~lternating layers of .. pyrit~ rich'~nd silica · rich material {Plate 28}·: 
(generally .J.ess than 5 em thick) a,r~ 'j}%sent, the layeri~g parallels 
. . 
· the r~cognisable bedding, a~d is ~er~ interpreted to represent a 
. priinary deposit ion·a 1 feature. Lo6a 1\1 minor cha] co pyrite is p~esent 
as matrixto .the pyri.te in the ' pyrrte ' rich layers, and . sever~l 
-~ . 
. ....... ... 
·"' , 
. 





Plate 27. Quartz -eye sericite schist; footwalt Ming Mine. 
Plate 28. Banded, probably bedded, layers comprised of alternating 
pyrite rich and chert or silicic tuff; a pyrite-quartz 
rich, cross cutting vein is present at the bottom of the 
picture; footwall, Ming Mine 
·.·\ . . .. . ~ . ; 
, .. ... ... :· _  ,.. . .. 
, . 
- · ... . # 
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bands wer'e noted ,}'Ji th ·sphalerite as 'the dominant mineral. The 
' 
· ac~d layers are. predominantly cherty, but 'occasional .acid fragnJents · 
are recognisable. , 
(III) The third type of footwall minerali~ation consists of irreg~lar 
\ 
thin stringer veins filled with pyrite or with pyrite and . qu.a.r.tiz. 
. . 
··These veins are usually less than 3 cin .thick and are not - ~undant: 
Locally chalcopyrite veins are present but these are not · comnon. 
......., 
The stringer mineralisation does no~ appear !O represent a large '(, 
scale stockwork under,the ore le~s and probably originated .during 
4 deformation as a result of mobilisation. 
(' 
5.2.3 ·Basic Intrusion~ 
Several large metabasite intrusions cut across the footwall, 
-- -. 
the ore 'hori zan and the hangingwa 11 rocks; with in the ore hori zan these 
intrusions have st~ep conta~ts an.d are in dyke form, several thin_ sil.l 
: -1 ike offshoots intrude the ore hor i zon .. In the hang.ingwall. roc.ks observed 
• 
in drill core, 111ost of the ·intrusive cont~cts ·are subparallel to the 
~chistosity and to the tuffaceous lay~ring · present in ·the co~ntry rocks . 
~ 
All tbe intrusive :rocks are recrystall ised .and they coiTITlonly , p.os·se~s 
... 
·tectonic fabric.s; · these fabrics are most intense in sills and in the 
. •) 
margins of dykes. 
0 
~f disseminated pyrite ar~ prei~nt in the · .~. · Minor am~unh (9.o·si) 
· ·~tabasite~·.' S~all f~a~s . . . . ~ . . ne often ~illed with pyrite and/or · quartz . . 
and/pr chAlcopyrite. Larger fracture~ or ~~s(v!·l·~~ in . the ijlt: us ions are 













fille9 with variable amo·unts of quartz, carbonate, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
chlorite, s~halerite, ard occasiqnally minor amounts· of magnetite. 
Mineral zonation is co1nmon in . the . veins·but \'tas not studied in detail, 
in general chlorite. and carbonate occur· as an~ter rim, quartz, . · 
,; 
chalcopyrite and spflale.rite occur in the centre; these gash veins are usually 
lenticular in formand can reach 3 metres in 1·1idth. · Pyrite porphyrobl asts 
up to 5 em were noted i n ~he _ margins of :a gash on the 400 level i~ the 
11i ng Mine, seve·ra 1· .of the porphyrob 1 as ts possessed :.tria ted and gouged 
·crystal . :faces and rounded corners. Several of the thin sills may' in 
. . . 
fact represent metamorphosed basic tuff units in which the ·originai 
textures have been destroyed ~Y recrystallisation, since locally the 
sills do not possess ·recognisable chilled margin.s, an·d they 
appear to g~ade up dip and along strike into tuffs. 
5.2.4 The Ore Horizon 
· The ·sections on Figure :S ·dernonstrat~ th.e c;:ontinuity · of the ore 
· len·ses both down· p.l unge and across ·strike . . The len.ses have beeri cut by 
several - dy~es and s.ills, ·a:nd have . be~n subject to disharmon.ic-folding . 
. . 
· (sect.ion · 12+00 and 15+50 N.E.). ··The contacts bet~een .the massive· sulphide 
lenses· and the host rocks are sharp and para.ll~l to tuffaceo~ bedding 
. . . 
. ------(.Plate 29). Four distinct var1eties 'of ore are pr£sent; the boundaries 
between the .varieties are transitional . 
. . . 
' ( l ) Massive Pyr.itic ·Ore: - The most common ~re · va-ri_,ty constitutes· ov~r / 
of ·the ore deposit (visual estimate) and consists\eominantly (70%) ··\ 80% 
of fin-e grained _pyrite (0.05 'to 5 mm). Continuous or discontinue~ · 
~ . D 
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Plate 29. Massive pyritic ore- hangingwall basic tuff contact. 
Minor disseminated chalcopyrite is present in the basic 
tuff, and a fragment of basic tuff is present within the 
massive pyrite; Ming Ore Deposit. 
Plate 30. Massive pyritic ore showing banding due to variation in 
grain size, (top of block), and to variation in compos-
ition and abundance of the matrix minerals (bottom half 





layering (to 5 ·cm thick) is a common fe _a.ture o'f the mas~i·ve. ore ~Plate 30) 
.. 
and is due to ·a variatJon in pyrite grain size between·l~yers, variat~on 
.. 
in pyrite/matrix ratio, anrl · to vari~tion in the composition and abundance 
. . 
. of the rnatrix minerals be_tlveen laye'rs (chalcopyri_te ·is the. dominant 
matrix minera.l, sphalerite, quartz, ·actinolite, and Chlorite are also 
present) : · Graded pyrite banding· \'Ia~ . recorded from sever:al· specimens 
. . 
collected from .. the ore reserve pil!2, · and results from var'iation in pyrite 




during metamorphic recrystalli~ation o( the pyrite, and is probably n9t 
a primary .feature. · Hhen· observed in s.itu the 1 ayering is P.ar~llel to 
the bedding in the country rocks. 
I so 1 a ted fragments of . quartL sericite schi sf anq of . basic .tuff 
(Plate 29) lve .re · no~ed l'lithin the mass·ive or~: these fragments are ·tabula,,r 
and ·have irregular contact with .t he sulphides. Foliatio·n within the . 
fragments (wh~re ~oted) _ has· the _same attitude a's th,e fo)iation .. in the . 
'host rocks. · . The fragments were n.ot studied.in suf ficien·t . detail t9 
~etermin~ whethe~ they reprS~ent boudins of ori~in~l conti~uous laye~s 
or ' whether they represent pr i mary fragrnents in 'the sulphide horizon. 
( 11 ) Ban'ded Ore:- The l'ayering in the banded ore (Plate 31) is defined 
. . . . . . 
by variatibn in the dominant mineral between layers. La~ering ~ver~g~~ 
3 em in thickness, and is coi11Tlonly la~raliy coritinuou_s over distances 
.. (? • 
greater than ·3 metres and parall~l to lay_~ing in· the co~ntry · rocks . . · 
~yrite is the mcist common conS'"tituent in the individual · bands and · 
-o 
alternates with chalcopyrite, quartz; actinol)te-biotite, or carbonat e 






Plate 31. Banded ore consisting of alternate layers of sphalerite 
(dark grey), chalcopyrite (deep yellow) and pyrite (light 
grey-green) rich material; Ming Ore Deposit. 
Plate 32. Chalcopyrite and quartz in fracture along the margin 
of a basic intrusive rock cutting massive pyrite ore; 
blocks at base of picture are of massive pyrite ore; 
Ming Ore Deposit. 
' 
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between banded ore and massive pyr~tic ore is often difficult to make, as 
massive pyritfc and banded ore are conm1only interlayered. 
(III} Chalcopyrite-Pyrrhotite Ore : - This va~iety occurs as ~ndividual 
lenses up to 2 metres thick either within massive pyritic ore, or as 
·individual ·lenses within· the hangingwall or .footwall rocks, the lenses 
are .sometimes observed to cut across the main schistosity, and tend to 
occur in the hing~ zo~es of post-main schisto~ity isoclinal reclined 
·folds. 
Cha·lcopyrite and pyrrhotite are comnon~y conc:entrated in a zone 
along · the ·ma·rgins .of the.·metabasite intrusions (Pl~te 32) and are 
often. p·resent'in fractures within-·the ' intrusions . 
. ' 
Chalcopyrite is the dominant mineral in the ore variety, . 
comprising up to eighty per cent; pyrrhotite is always present and ocC1.Jrs 
. . ' . 
. in · thin con~inuou~· or discontinuous. st'r._i ngers or lenses (1 em) . which show 
· • • .a . 
. curved· bou~daries wi.th the ~hal~opyrite. SphaJerite is common but seldom . 
. . I . . . ·• 
constitutes more than thre'e· per cent of ~the rock; it can occur in sma 11 
thin continuous or discontinuous . lenses. or in ··small" ('3 mm) aggregates 
.· . . . 
d1 sseminated through the chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite 
Pyr-ite pcirphyrob·l .asts to 1 em in size occur locally {Plate 38) in 
the cha 1 copyrite-pyrrhetite matr i x; t.hese porphyrob 1 asts can canst itute 
up to seventy per cent of the rock, ~ut generally comprise less.then fifteen 
per cent. Chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite l!~n se~ contain i.ng pyrite po'rphyrob 1 as ts 
are usually small (30 em thick) and can pccur . roughout the ore horizon, 





dnd the porphyroblasts proba gre1v during regional metamorphism! The 
. . . 
porphyroblasts often show ro 
faces (duchbewegung texture, 
these textures sugg~st 
during plastic flow of the matrix. 
Cha 1 co pyrite and pyrrhoti·te can 
long) monomineralic lenses with 
define a schistosity in the m 
the· pyrite porphyrob 1 as ts . 
( 1 V ) B re.c c i a 0 re : -
.. 
ore (locally banded 
and pyrrhotite with 
and striated an~ gouged crystal 
and are commonly fractured, 
of the pyrite porphyroblasts 
.. 
thin ; sma 11 ( 0. 5 em 
these 
forms ~ugen round 
sts of ~assive pyrite 
.varies from fractu~ed massive pyrite ore in which the fragments show 
. . 
· evidence of·only minor dil-ation, to single isolated fragments within a 
·chalcopyrite:-pfrrhotite matrix·. It is possible that some of this ore . 
variety may be pri~ary deposition~l brec~~a in origin, however, metamorphic 
cry~tallisation: has de_stroyed any.possibl.e primary textures . 
A distinctive variety iry which · the massive pyrite fr.iiglliiPflts 
·are well rounded . and oval shaped occurs (Plate 34); :~h~ long axis of 
the· fragments are paralle-l to· each ··other. This f~ature can:-:-be termed 
duchbe}'/egung texture' and i.s" though"t to result from ro 11 i ng and grinding 
of the massive pyrite fra·gments during deformation. .. Fractures within.the 
iragme~ts oc~uf perpen~icular to .the -long axis: . 
Chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite 1n the,matrix- to the pyr·i~e. frag·m~ 
·co~monfy ~oc~urs as · ·thin.moriomin:era~ic.e..longa.te lenses (to l "cm long) 





Plate 33. Breccia ore. Fragments of massive pyrite ore (grey-green) 
in matrix of chalcopyrite (deep yellow); Ming Ore Deposit. 
Plate 34. Polished surface of breccia ore. Rounded and oval shaped 
fragments of massive pyrite ore in a chalcopyrite rich 
matrix~ fragments exhibit chalcopyrite filled fractures 
which tend to form perpendicular to the long axis of the 
fragments. Ming Ore Deposit. 
• 
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1vi th fibrous ·end terndnations and serruted boundaries, these define a 
schfstosity . in the .111atri.x 1vhich ~o1iunonly forms augen t·ound the fra9ments. 
The author did iwt make a detailed study of the relative spatia) 
distt·ibution be.t1veen the ore varieties . . A study of the relationship 
bet1veen the massi.ve ~yri~e.ore; the brecciated ore, 'and . ~nassi .ve 
chal<=:opyrite-pyrrhotit'e ore may be of interest in problems related to 
the ·mobilisation and relative mobil.isut·ion ofsulphides during deformation 
and meta1uorph ism .. 
Severa 1 other· 1 ess common mi nera 1 s are present. Arsenopyrite 
occor~ in the n~ass .ive pyritf~-6-re-, in f.ractures in the massive pyrite 
. I 
ore, and as porphyroblasts in the massive chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite ore. 
Very minor amounts of galena and tetrahedrite are cornnon in the massive 
pyrite ore, magnetite · V.Jas recorded in a specfmen of breccia ore within · 
.the massive. sulphid~ lenses. A large moMmineral ic pod of tennantite, 3 
metres in ·diameter was .noted. Free gold was observed i!'l a single sampJe 
of pyrite o~e~ and c~banite occurs locally as exsolution l~mella~ from 
. dialcopy.rite wi~hin the massi~e. chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite ore . 
. Bornite was recorded from specimens obtained ·in the op~n pit (i.e. 
the surface exposure of the ore body). and malachite and ·azurite are 
'"' ' found in the surfa'ce . area of th~ ore body and 'are presently forming on 
'· 
exposed surfaces underground _. . 
• .· 
5.3 Microscop1c Textures of the· Ore 






lllussive pyrite ore,in tt1e frdgments in the bn~ccijl ore, .111d in the·pyritt• 
i. 
rich luyers in the banded ore. The ~)r,lin size i s Vilriilhl<• 1vithin ~ltHI 
bet1veen luyers, ilnd r·anq;~s fr·om 0.05111111 to O.S nun, this variiltion in 
I 
grain size .often defines the layerin~) in the massive pyrite ors . . The. 
crys.tal fonn is variable ,u1d appear·s t~ depend on the an1ount ·~r pyrite 
J.ll·csent in · the sample, crystal.s in cont~ct 1vith. other ::;ulph ides mineral s 
.(Plate 35) or lvith silicates tend to be idiomorphic \it outline~ when 
' . 
·pyrite grains lire in contact 1vith each other tliey commonly te~l tmvards 
ilJpolygonal outline, the· pol.ygonal textyre becomes more common with the 
greater the amount of pyrite present and triple junc.tion urain inter-
actions and slightly curved grain boundaries are developed between 
adjicent pyrite grains (Plate 36): Occasionally thin irr~gular bands 
fine grained !ffilygonal pyrite are prese t~ both of these features are 
here interpreted to result from frac ur· gin the massive ore horizon, 
.;,. 
in the first case renucleation occurred wi the fractures, and in · 
the second case annealing textures outline a 1 ealed 1 fracture. 
. ·' 
Along the margin of the breccia ragments (Pl.ate 37), and 
in fractures in the massive ore (Plate ~ggreg~tes of polygonal · 
grain·s, and individual grains with polygonal outline are present, 0hese 
"" 
polygonal gr~ins or aggregates sit in a matrix of chalcopyrite a~d/or 
sphalerite and/or pyrrhotite • . and/or gangue. · The fractures ~~velop 
either across indiv{dual pyrite crys.ta 1·5··-or alpng grain boUrfdu r i e s . · 
": 
• 
~ ._ 0 . 
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Plate 35. Massive pyrite ore. Idiomorphic pyrite grains in 
contact with chalcopyrite (light grey)~ sphalerite 
(medium grey) and gangue (dark grey to black)~ note 
inclusions of sphalerite and gangue within the pyrite 
grains; plane light~ x 24. Ming Ore Deposit. 
'· 
• 
Plate 36. Massive pyritic ore. Pyrite grains show triple junction 
grain intersections and curved grain boundaries. Matrix 
is comprised of galena (light grey) and silicates (dark 





Plate 37. Breccia ore. IndiVidual pyrite grains (white) and aggregates 
of pyrite grains with a tendency to polygonal grain outlines in 
a matrix of chalcopyrite (light grey) and gangue (dark grey to 
black); Ming Ore Deposit, plane light, x 16. Sample from 
margin of breccia fragment. 
B 
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Plate 38. Pyrite porphyroblasts. A- hand specimen. B -polished section 
showing individual pyrite crystal (white) in a chalcopyrite 
rich matrix (light grey). Sphalerite (med. grey), and gangue 
(black) is present; note inclusions of chalcopyrite, sphalerite 
and gangue in the pyrite porphyroblasts, and also the slightly 




. · nH~ texture is interpt·eted to ind.icate post-poly~1011isution development 
nf fl"Llctures \vill',ntechanical Ol'. plastic flO\v of tl1e softer sulphides 
ii1to the fructares. Th-is phase of deformution is post-dated by later 
· . ct·oss .cutt i11~1 ~Jan~ue fi 11 ed f1·actures. 
........ . 
l'yri te a 1 so 
' . \ 
occurs as larue porphy.roblasts. to '2Jm in si,zc 
{ P 1 a t.i~ 3H) sit t i 11 g 
minor spllilleri te. 
in · a matrix of chalcopyrite and/or PYO]l~.!: ... i.te \vith 
Locally porphyt·oblastic euhedral pyrite oc~\.Jithi'n 
the n/o;ive pyr.ite ore but in these cases the grain size does ~1ot grea.tly 
t~x(~.d that of the groundmass pyrite. ·- The porphyroblasts occurring in 
the· chalcopyrite- pyrrhotite m:t'riX' can .be an_~·al or euhed.r'al, they· 
are conunonly fractured. Matrix sulphides are/ present in the fractures. 
In huntl specimen the \vell rounded crystals often_:f?xhibit striated and 
'polished Cl'ys tul fuces)(Duchbewegung texture). 
f . 
Inclusions of· chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and gangue are conunon 
f', 
in q1e pyrite porphyroblasts, locally galena and tetrahedrite inclusions 
t~t·e present. 
Large pyrite crystals {up to 5 ern in size) with roQnded corners 
und striated crystal face 's occur locally in the predominantly quartz-filled 
gash veins in the metadoleri tes and country rocks. 
. Pyrite also occurs as disseminated euhe~ral grains in non-pyrite 
rich bands in the banded ore, and individual crystal_s are disseminated 
in the ·hangingwall and 'footwall rocks. In the country rocks the pyrite 
. crystqls are sometimes elongated parallel to the mineral lineation in 
> 






(!!) Clwlcopyr:itc (GuFcS2) : -; Chalcopyrite is the dominar\t mi neral ,in 
the chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite ore, and in the matrix to f r agments in the 
br·eccia ore. It al so occurs in chalcopyrite rich bands in : the banded 
ore und is the most conunon sulphide mineral in the matrix to pyrite 
grains in the massive · py1·ite ore . 
In the massive ore and in the matrix to the breccia ore lhc · 
chal copyrite exhibits allotriomorphjc texture with triple .1ur1ction 
grain intersections ·and lobate grain boundaries, t\vin lamellae. are 
i 
. • 
common ( Plate 42). ·Grain s.ize ranges from 005 inm to 0.5 nnn·. Elongated 
chalcopyrite . lenses (Plate 39) in · th~ schis-tose chalcopyr)te-pyrrhotite 
ore consists of small'grains similar to those described above for .the 
massive ore. Exsolution lamellae of cubanite from chalcopyrite are 
present·. to 1 cm 1 ong. 
.. 
Cha 1 copyri te . in the. matrix to the massive pyrite ore occurs i n 
A 
irregular patches and lenses interstitial to the p,yrite grains, t~e · 
shape of the lenses is determined by surrounding idiomorphic and 
polygcmised pyrite · gra~ns; several of these lens·es consist of mosaic·s 
of. small chalcopyrite grains showing allotriomorphtc textures and triple · 
junction intersections. 
Within the fractures cha 1 copyri te i s usually s·1mil ar . to· that 
. ' .d . 
described above, ~veral speciniens however, show elongate chalcopyrite 
' . . 
. . . 
. grains with serrated grain boundaries \'lit.hin the fractures; in one 
specimen the fractures .and ttie directi?n of elongation of ·tbe chalco-
pyrite lenses are axial planar to an f3 fold of the ~re ho~izon. 
.. \ . : . 
·. 
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Chal~opyrite shows mutual grain boundaries \'lith sphalerite,' 
• 
pyrrhotite, and locally with gangue (although generally the silicates 
are mofe idiomorphic in ~ut){ne). 
(III) · pyrrhotite (Fe1_xS):- · Pyrrhotite compriseS)UP to 20% bf.'the 
massjrecn-alcopyrite-pyrrhotite ~re;. it tends to_ occur .in monomineralic_ 
lenses a~d layers up to 1 em thick which show curved bound~ri~s wjth th~ 
. . 
surrounding chalcopyrite. Pyrrhotite also occurs in fractures in ·the· ' 
massive pyritit ore and in the'matrix to the bre6cia fragme~ts i~ the· 
breccia ore. Very minor amounts of pyrrhotite are present in the m?trix 
to pyrite grains ~n . the massive pyrite ore; 
The individual grains within the ),ayers and lenses of pyrrhotite 
commonly show polygonal outlines. with well developed triple junction 
""\, 
intersections. _-In other samples pyrrhotite grains (to 1 mm) show 
deformation lamellae, twinning and undulose extinction. Elongate parallel 
fpyrrhotite .giains which are elongate pJrpendicular t9 a monomineralic 
. · pyrrhotite layer (5 mm .thick) in massive chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite ore are pres-
ent; t~e elongation is loc~liy de~eloped througho~t the layer, and may 
· result by development of·indivj'Ciual :crystals from qeformation lamellae 
in earlier strained pyrrho:tite :grains-·. Locally the elongate grains 
~ J 
'consist of a mosaic of polygo~al grains and show the final stage in 
annealing or recovery of the original strained crystal. 





.ore and in the len.ses which define a schistosity along v;ith chalcopyri te 
lenses (Plate '39) is fine grained and polygonised: 
Pyrrhotite shows mutual boundaries wit~ chalcopyrite and with 
sphalerite; · the grain boundaries with· pyr.ite are determined by the more 
0 • • • 
idiomorphic pyrite grain outline. 
·Exsolution lamellae of pyrrhotite from cubanite .are present in 
cubani te . exsolution 1 amell a·e ·from ·chalcopyrite. · 
.• 
(IV) · Sphalerite (ZnS):- · Sp~alerite occurs as a minor constituent and 
comprises l'-2% in most specimens studied. It is present. in the matrix · 
. to . t~e massi~e pyrite ore: it occurs ~s . thin lenses and as dissemi~ated · 
ir.regular.bl_ebs in the massive chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite ore, and in the 
dra.lcopyrite.~py~r-hotitematrix .to the ·b.reccia ore. MoQner·alic · · .. 
~ 
· ~an9s of. sphalerite --occur. in the ·banded ore. 
Grain . boundari~~ are - irregular~ mutual boundaries with chalco-
. .· . . 
·/ . . . . ·' . · . . 
pyrite ·and pyrrhotite ·are common and the more idiomorphic pyrite grains 
. . . . . 
'· . 
· control'the shape_ of the · sphalerite-pyri.te grain boundaries. · 
' . . ' . . . . ) 
Locally exsol.utfon l-amellae .of ch'alcopyrite are present in the 
.. 
sphalerite grains. 
{VI) · Arsenopyrite ( FeAsS): ~ Minor. amounts· of a.rs.enopyri te · .(Plate ·40) 
are p~esent in mas~~ve pyrit~~ ore; in fractures in the massi~e pyritic 
. 
ore and as isolated (commonfy rounded and fract~ed) porphyroblasts in 





Plate 39. Elongate lenses of chalcopyrite consisting of a mosaic of 
grains showing a tendency to polygonal outline; intervening 
lenses of pyrrhotite (medium grey) are present; the straight 
lines are scratches on the polished surface. Ming Ore Deposit, 
crossed polars x 16. 
Plate 40. Porphyroblasts of magnetite in a mas3ive pyrite ore fragment 
in breccia ore, note numerous inclusions of fine grained pyrite 
(white), of chalcopyrite (light grey), and of gangue (black) in 
the porphyroblasts. Large white crystal in the top left of the 
picture is arsenopyrite; Ming Ore Deposit, plane light, x 16. 
' . . 
\ 
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Within th~ massive . pyritic or~, arsenopyrite grains are euhedral 
and of similar size to the sur~ou~ding pyrite grains. Euhedra l 
arsenopyrite g~ains are commonly fo.und 'i n narrow: ~halcopyrite r(fCfl 
fracture iohes in the massive pyritic ore, the grain size i s similar to 
. . . 
or smaller than in the host ~assive ·pyrite~ • . . 
Rounded and slightly fractu·red crystals occurring i n massive 
chalcopyrite-pyrrhotite ore, reach 4 rrun in size, inclus i ons ' qf chalco - . 
·pyrite and sphalerite· are common ly present. 
(VII) Galena (PbS):- .Galena occurs as · a. vf:;ry mi n<;>r cons t ituent i.n 
. . 
· ·the ·ore body. · ~t typically occurs i'n the massive pyritic ·ore along 
pyrite grain boundaries or pyrit'e triple ·.junction .intersections 
(Plate 36). · Locally pyrite is pr~"'it. ~s inclusions in the ga l ena 
grains. 
(IX) Magnetite (Fe 3o4 ) ;~ Euhedral porphyrobl~sts of magnetite (up. 
to 1 min) 1'/ere noted 1n a sample of bre·cci a ore· (Plate 40), the 
. magnetite occurs in the pyritic fragments and commonly contains· a large 
number of pyrite inclusions. 
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(X) Gold (Au):- Two :grains of free gold (grain size a~proximatel~ . 
0.005 mm) were ob~erve~ in a single ~am~le of pyritic ore. The gold 
occ~rs in. the margin of an . arsenopyri~e · grain ~n a ihalcopyrite rith 
. ' 
fracture zone.. Several small fractures in proximity to the gold ·grains 
are also filled with gold. It should be note~ that free g9ld .in th~ 
. Ming Or~ Body ~an only ac~ount for approximately 10% of the_ gold present 
in the. deposit (Smith~~ingale, 19?4) and ·Smitheringale suggests that 
most ·of the gold occurs in solid solution w.ith the chalcopyrite. 
5.4 · Structure, Metam.orphisrii and Mobilisation in .. the Ming Zone 
The dominant fabric in the host rocks to the Ming Zone is a 
. moderate N.'E.· dippin.g Sz surface. s2 is axial planar . to several minor 
. ; . . . 
F2 folds~ . and · locally to minor ttght .reclined folds in the sulphide 
.horizons; · s2 and. beddi.flg are generally para.il~l q.r subpar·allel. s3 
is a~ial planar to open to tight reclined N.E. and pdssibly N:W. plunging 
dishar:monic folds of the ore hori.zon', bedding and s2 ~secti·o~ 12 00 N.E . , 
Fig. '5) .- Open ·N.E .• trending wa.r.ps a~d. folds (F4) of.the ore hori~on s2 
and bedding (Plate. 23) wit~ an associated N.E. plunging steep crenulation 
· c)ea~age ar~ developed. 
.. 
A p_enetrative schistosity of the s.ulphide minerals is not 
. observed in the· ore horizon, phylloblastic minerals in silicate rich 
la,Yers within the ore tiorizon c.o'mn1only define s2. Locall:Y a schistosi-ty · 
is defined in the massive pyritic and banded ore by orient~tion of 
thin lenses of sph~lerite and chalcopyrite in the matrix: These 
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Plate 41 .· 
... · : . 
F3 fold of massive pyrite ore and of hangingwall tuff (sharp 
contact). Axial planar fractures are developed in the 
massive ore and are filled with chalcopyrite, these are 
illustrated i~ detail on Plate 42. Small elongate pyrite 
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Plate 42. Detail of chalcopyrite filled fracture (white) (axial planar 
to F fold illustrated in Plate 41). Pyrite in massive pyrite 
ore ~xhibits polygonal grain outlines (MP?); individual grains 
of polygonal-pyrite are present in a chalcopyrite (light grey) 
matrix. The chalcopyrite exhibits twin lamellae and polygonal 
grain outlines. Sphalerite (med grey) and gangue are present 
as grains in the chalcopyrite matrix, and a late gangue filled 
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. crude s·chistosity is l.ocal_ly defined in the 'mas'Sive chi'}lcopyrite 
py~rhq~ite or~ and . in th~ matrix to the breccia ore ~b~ a)ternatin~ -:.. 
1 ~ns.'s 'd wisps of c~a 1 copy~it~ and pyrrhotite.'. · . j ~late 41 ·shows an F3 .fold - of the massive pyritic ore; ha~gingwall' 
tuffs and s2 _(th~ elongate pyrite grains in the luff' .indicate that ~he 
pyrite \-Jas deformed durin_g D2) an s3 fractur~ schistosity i~ deve.loped 
in the m~ssive st.llph.ides· and is ·illust.rated in detail in P1a.te ~2. 
. . 
·· These· fractures de~eloped after polyonisatidn {MP2) of the massive 
. . . . . . ~ 
. . pyri.t!~ o.re and s~9gest mechan_ita1 {plastic ~lo~),ifferentijion of 
· the chalcopyr·ite from the massive ore duri~g .o3.jThe ~halcCpyrite 
exhil..>}t~ .. po1ygona1 gra.in outiines ·and tw:w--1-amelJae which indi·cate.s 
anhealing of the chalcopyrite after ~igration. The s f1icate fill~d 
. . . 
fractures o.ccurred after migration, but ·may have devel.oped prior to 
anne a 1 i ng of the .~ha') copyri te ... 
,The relationship betwee~ most of the· fabrics in the sulphi~es 
. · . . . . 
and the fabrics in·the· country rock ha~ . not . been determined. Individual 
.. 
pyrite·grains in ~he country. rock ate commonly'elongate parallel to s2 
. . 
and thin lense's of chalcopyrHe ·and locally ·sphalerite help to define 
. . . .. 
· s~ in 'the host ' rock~ to the · sulphides. No ~ea~ur~~ were observed 
in the ·- s~lphide' lenses. 
Tight fold closures· of minor amplitude were · noted in the ·banded 
·ore. Transposition of the limbs of these folds commonly result in the 
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. . . . 
All the coun.try·, rocks: in the Mi ng Zone ·are comprised of ·metamor-
phic minera-l -a~semblages, · with dynami 'c·metarno.rphic g-rowth_ fe,ature·s 
domina~i·. Upper greenschist f~cies conditipns we~e attpiried during 
andaft~r th~ ma4n o2 event. 
· Ga·le·(l97l) conc:luded tha.f .flui·d inclusion filling tempera~ures 
. on q.uartz gangue a'nd on remobjlised. su)phi. d~· veins . .in the East .Mine 
·· and in ·the ~ambler .. Mine ind·icated _ tempera~ures .of_ crystall i sil;t i'On of· 
. . . . 
145-330 ~egrees C (unco~rected · f~r pressured.;hO\veve·r the ve_ins may . 
• 0 0 
have. formed late 'iri ' _the ·deformational hi_story of the deposits· .. '.Accu_rate 
. t~mp:e ra t'ur~. and pr.es sure est iina tes· based. ori the sul phi qe· mi nera 1 , 
. . ~ . . . . 
· • assemb l qges and on the sulphide minera l .comp.os it i ens. requ·; re .· f urther . 
·• ~ . . . . . . : 
analytisal w.or~· and. an understandin·g· of th.e relationship of the sul p!li de 
phases to the.deformati.ona) .history~ ·of the depos~ts .• · 
. ~ . . 
Th~ sulphide textures descri~e~ in the. Ming Zone can be 
. . . ~ 
·attr-ibuted· to -metamorphic crystallis?tiori and to post-deformational 
annealing ~Vokes, 1969;. Stant~n, 1972), and -are_ typical crf ·metamorphosed. 
mass.ive sulphide de.posi ts in ge'neral _- · The. ·.euhedral. to· subhedral· outl .in'e 
Of ma_ny of the pyrite grains refle'ct the· greater ~en.den·cy ·of the p.Yr.ite · 
. . . 
gr~ins.to.idiomorp.his~.re'lat i ve·to the other. softer s'ulphide mi nera·ls . 
.. · ; 
.. 
The pres~·nc.e of _both polygonal ·and fracturep pyrite grains around th~ 
0 • • 
fr~gments in the breccia ore, a~d i~ fractures which m?Y be re l ated t o 
o3 suggests t~at the m·ain phase of. pol¥~onisation too_k plac~ pri'or . ~o 
o3 and n:~ay·b·e · ·Ms2 . o~ M·P2 in origin; these .and the· presence· of 
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, .. 
.' . '·. . . 
is related to o3 deformation. The polygonal texture of tiYe· chalco-
. .. 
pyri .te and py~rhoti.te grains . . in sch1stose . _h~ns~s of ·c'tlalcopyr.ite and 
pyrrtio-tite suggest that annealing ' too~place after thedev~lopment of 
. .. . . 
the schistosity . In gener~l tne re.J~tionship-betw~en defo':'mat=ion and 
nH~tamorpliis in in,_the sulphides can on.ly 'be determined l .ocal~Y- · · 
.· · . ~- Tlle foliation l'ljthin t8e silicate("rocks has. develop.ed by 
. . . .. . 
.., growth and ori'~ntation ·of the phylloplasti_c · minerals during deformat_ion, · 
. ~ 
dur'ing D3 th~ main foliati_on 11as kinked and crenulated a_nd_m~~or 
- . . . . 
renu'cl.eafion and gro~th of phylloblastic minerals occurred . . With1n · the 
. . . . . . 
·sulphide rocks, the elongate lensesofchal.copyrite and pyrrhotite 
. . . . . . 
. suggests· that large (proba~by annea.led) g~ains ·may tiave been flattened 
... . . . 
. to prodl!ce the schi-stosity. with ·subse.quent annealing_ to form ·Ja fine 
grained mosaic of po.lygonal -g~ains. These features demo'nstrate .. the . 
·fundameNtal differehce in behavior of the silicate and ~u~phide mine~als 
.. d.urih_gdefor.ma~i.o_n. · Pyr-ite grai.ns _deform~d by o2 within the silicate 
. roc~~ cornmonly maintain their "defonned shape, and their ' crys~al outlines .. 
•' 
. · · are determined by th~ nior:e i_diomorphic silicate minerals. · In ~l.le massive 
. . 
sulphi·de ore .and. locally in th.e· ~~~0-~tes, the pyrit_e. grain,s have 
. I . . 
generally annealed .after th,e main\deformation. 
. . . 
· In general the highest gr ade ore occurs. in the vicinity of ,the 
-03 ~ecumbent .structures., this may be a ·cau'se ·ra'ther tha~ an · effect with 
·regard to~the mobilisation. of sulphides since the · highest .strain w1ll 
. . . . . . . 
be in .the .less compet'entchalco·pyrite~rich portion of the ore body 
' 

































'-._·Deformation. of pyrite : by 
· buckling in flowing silicate 
' • 
. ·• ·matrix. . · · 
• 
. : . \ :_ . . . 
·deformation of chalcopyrite by -plastic 
· flow in f1o_wing silicate matrix. 
; ... . 
Sche~a~ic illustration of possibie diff~renc~ in : . , 
deforma~ional behavior of a ioned Py-Cpy _mas~ive sulphide· 
depqsit·. I, possible predeforniational zonation; II, post-
deformatio-nal patter.n with apparent enrichment .of sul'phides 
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mohili-sed. into the folded area,. · The chalcopyrite 1-JilS mobilised at le<ist 
on ll smull scale; this is shm-1n by the 'matrix to the brecci~ ore 
·.frugin·ents, by chulcopyri.te rich veins· cutting s2, ·'und ·t)y .the presence of 
chalcopyrite· 1Q .gash . veins. 
.. . 
A, .de.tai1ed study of the. spatial · re.lationship of th·e main ore: 
types· in the Ming Mi.rie was· not undedaken .. As a .generalisation, the · 
~ ~recc~a ~~e and the massiv~ ~h~l.copyrite ore ~ccur in the folded ~nd 
d.isturbed areas, and massive 'pyrite and banded ore occur' towards ·the. 
lllilrgins and· outside -of the economic ore deposit .. 
5. 5· Hi nera 1 ·Zonation 
..... "'". 
Heenan .. (l973) JbS~rved that the sphalerite jn the ' Mi~g · Mine iS 
con~~ntrated towards _the . botto~ oi the ore depps~t, ari~ s~gg~~ted the 
dep~sit may be stratigraphic;ally . overturned . . The observation is corre<;t, . 
. . 
however the. situation is more complex than that · describe~ b~ Heerian ·, · 
since there are generally three lens_es of. sulphide pre.sent . The 
currently.avai.lable information ·suggests that·in . ~ost cases the .assay 
. . 
values for . copper and zinc · increases towards the. bottom of each 
-individua1 ~r~ le~s. and t~e hi~hest values fqr ·zinc are found in the· 
lowest ore lens: ta~l~ 5 s~6ws ·assavatue.s over. 1 f.t . . intervals from · · 
drill hole No. 540 # 10, ' th~ hole intersected the. ore body-at ·appro~~ 
inBt~ly s~ction 9 ·00 N.W. and 13 00 N.W. : Three lens~s pf ·sulphide 
. . 
were intersected .• . from underground mapping .(R . . Norman pers. comn'l.) the 
three la~ers a~e pari ~f ~ si~~le le~s whic~ i s re~umbently · fol~ed, .· 
the cent ra 1 1 ens is overturned with respect· to the upper and 1 ow~r .1 ens; 
' . 
. . 
\ ': . 
:~ 
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l · . (:~) 
·TtJc . results (Table 5) indicute that in all three lenses the high~st 
. copper i)nd zinc' value~ occur tOiv'ards the bottom of . the lens-, and the 
h'ighe.st zinc and copper value.~ccur in -the .l'owest lens. In' the . central 
. . . . 
·and lm~er ·lens, the higne.st Pb to· Cu ratios occur at a sl i_ght1y t1igher 
. . . 
elevation than the highest Zn(Cu ratios, in the upper len~ the highest· · 
: .. Pb./Cu. ratios occur beneath the higt~est ~n/Cu ratios. -The results .are 
' . . . 
· confu~ing· , , whi~h ~s not surprising. with respect to the . po.ssible 
'mobilis~tion effects ·re.lating to deformation.' Further detailed work is 
required. before a definHiv~ stateinerit can be made. These featu-res n1ay 
be worth further inv~sti~ation since it i~ g~nera]ly a~cepted that ~ . 
rretal zonation is ~ .a prirna~y featu-re in ,;,assive sulphide deposits 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
. (Sa'ngster, 1972;-_lsh i hara, 1-974), -however Govett- an9. Whltehead (1974_) 
sugge'st that in some cases metal zon'in'g may be '· a secondary pheno_menon 
in respons~ to electrical potentials dey·~loped within ·the sulphide 
bodies; 
Copper ·as·say values are extreine.ly erratic al,ld can vary froftl l X 
. .. 
to 20X4in ore hroken from adjacent . rounds of bl~sti~g. o·n average··, 
. . 
the highest gra~e or~ is -found in the centre of the deposit in the 
. . . . 
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Table 5. · Ass·ay values fot. copper,.Jeqd; and ?inc in· D.D.H·. 540#10, Ming 1·1ine . . 
Assays at l . fL intervals in each ore lens . . · ·. · . ' 
. . . . 
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01 $CUS.SION AND CONCLUSIONS. 





. -~arly structural inter,~retation in the area by Livingston · 
(194_2) • ... and .by Neale (1958) suggest . the pre'sence qf ·a .N.E':· plunging 
~· 
. sy~ (orm in th~ . area.· 
. . 
' ·. deformatfon · ·in: addition t .o th~ later phases·~ af brittle defonnation; he · 
I 
~ec.~gnises~ the main. foliat.ion and . l ineatiol'] 
cu.rrent study}'" ~nd ident'i'fied two subsequent fold styles, .he was unable 
to identify the relationship between . his second and third ·defonnations 
. . . . . . . ·z . . . _.. ._ . . . .· .· 
nor did he ~etognise any major .folds in the· area. T~e author d6es not · 
. . . 
. ,._. 
disagree wi.th Gale•s work but S):lggests t~at ·a sequent'ial deformation 
h.istory can be recognised in the Rambler Area, that. evi_dence to ·indicate . 
an . ea~lier deformatiqn epjsod~ th~n re~ognised by Gale . i s· present, th~t 
.. 
major· 'lind minor fo ·lds relating to the ma.iri defonnation are present, and 
""""'- • , "t • • • 
that large open post main defo_rmation folds are also · pr_esent .. The 
structural history indicated from the current study 'is described in 
Chapter 3, ·and is sunmaris.ed i'n .- Tabl."e 3, and th~ ·geometrY. and distributi .on 
of· recogn-isable folds is ·depicted in Figure 4 and figure 7. '(he major 
ph crs'es ot' folding in the" area ·are. co-axial . 
. · 'It cannot be defin,itely proved that the sulphides in the. Ming 
· Ore deposi~ were subject to o1; t~ey have been subject ·to o2 and later . . 
episodes of deformation. The deformational and metamorphic ·features · in 
.. 
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the Rambler Deposit and in the East Deposit have been described by 
Gale (1971) and can be related to the main deformation episode (02). 
It is probable that the sulphide deposits are syngenetic and have been 
subject to all the defo'rmat.ion phases in the Rambler Area. 
The plunge of the -long axes of the sulphide deposits in the 
area are subparallel to each other and to the direction of particle and 
mineral elongation and are also parallel to the axis of the major fold 
episodes. In view pf . the probable comple~ity of the initial volcanic · 
environment it is probable · that considerable m0dification bf the ~hape 
of the ore lenses took place during the main o1;o2 ~~rain episodes, and · 
. . . . 
that the ore ·deposits were rotated and elongated to parallel _the Z axis 
of th~ Deformation ellipsoid. The main foliation is. parallel or .sub-
p_ara'llel to the strike of the known oredeposits; if the fiattening 
component was significant during o1;o2 then the strike of the deposits 
may have been rotated towards parallelism with th~ Z~Y plane of the 
deformation ellipsoid. Possible sulphide zones in the area ·in which 
52 has a steep. to vertical attitude may b~ exp.e,c.ted to strike subparallel 
to s2, to. plunge parallel ~oL2 at ·a moderate ·angle towards :the N.E., 
.-- ,. --..... 
.., and to . n~\le · a· sub.-vertical to vertical dip .. _In · conclusion it appears that 
I .. 
sulphide deposition was not controlled, by deformation, however the 
I present config_l:lration of the deposits result from modification of the 
original shape of the deposit during the main o1;o2 event .. .. Fro_m a 
. - . 
practical~ po"int of view, the single ~rost important structural feature 





attitude of the deformed fragments in the area reflect the .shape and 
attitude of the s~l.Phid~ ~sit.s. 
The fact th~t ~assive sulphide ' deposits in strongly deformed 
volcan i c terrains are corrvnonly tightly folded and are elongate parallel 
. . 
to the f~ld axes_ is widely recognised (Vokes, 1969; Stockwell and 
. Tupper, 1965; Zachrisso.n; 1971; Sangster, 1972; ~Jilson, 1973). s·everal 
~~ these authors refer to the fac~ that the ore deposits ar~ elongat~ 
parallel tn mineral, intersection, and crenu l ation lineations in t he _ 
enclosing rock~, and they . suggest that the ore deposits were elongated · 
and/or flattened during deformation, ~o~coe ·(i971} states tha~ 'elonga~­
ion of the rocks'occurred · in the vicini~y of t he ~ari~ou Oepo~it l n New 
B.runswick, and Wilson (i973) re.fers to stretching. lineatjons being 
paralle.l to the .. ore deposits in the Sulitjelma .e.i s t rict in Norway. In 
mos~ case's, ~tching lineat i ons are not ·referred to, in the case of 
the Rambler Area the stretching ~i.neations provide evidence th~t the 
; r '" .. __ ..-., 
·strain regime can be defined by 1< k < oo a·nd prov i'de further evidence 
' . 
. .. 
to support the' sug'gestion that the .shape of the/ ore deposits were 
extensi~ely modified du~ing d~formatioh. 
. . . . 
Structural ana·.1yses and interpretation· in other parts of' the 
. . . . . . . ~ . 
Eastern Sequence of : the Fleur d~ Lys Supergroap have · been made ~Y .' · 
. ·. . 
Kennedy (Kennedy et al., ,1972; Kennedy, 1973, 1975b) along t he north 
. . . 
coast of the Bur.l ington Peninsula ·, and by .D.eGrace (DeGrace et' .al., · 197.5b) 
within· the Cape ·St. John Group to . fhe ~~st of the Rambler Area (Tabl~ 6) . . 
• .. ... 
The three structural histories ~re comparab1~, however the interpretations · 
\ 
.. 
advanced by. Kennedy and DeGrace differ signifi·cant1y; · Kennedy suggested 
• 
:. ,· . 
Table 6. Comparison of structural sequence in t~e Eastern part of the Burlington Peninsula. 
Tuach Kennedy DeGrace 
Present Study . . ;,, . 
.. 
1972, 1975b . l975b 
later faults and -
kinks . . 
Later faults. 
/ 
.("") Open to locally ciose . ~- recumbe.nt f.ol ds. 
. Cl 
04 
S4 strainflip fabric · 
. open upri ~ht warps · 
and F4 folds. 
s4 strain sl .;p · fabric 
04 or crenulation. Open 
F4 folds. 






. . m · 
Wides~~ead s3 .strain 
03 
slip fabric. Minor 
' a·nd possibly major. 
NE plunging folds, 
s3 strain~ ~lip fabrit F3 
03 
isoclinal to open major 
and minor folds, over- . 
~-turned ~to ~outh. ./ t ' ._ .. 
!-
.-
Stra1n slip fabric; ·south QJ · t: facing recumbent . u s= 





Penetrative L-S fabric 
locally. a strain slip 
. 02 fabric minor and ~ossibly 
-~m~jor tight upright F2 
. folds. 
~2 schistosity or L-S fabric, locally a crenulation. Major 
02 . F2 isoclinal folds, southward facing· . . Minor isoclinal to 
close F2 folds . 
QJ Penetrative schistosity 




o · R~lict pen~trativ! 1 L-S fabric. Dlb 
s1 schistosity or L-S fabric. Local major F1 folds. · l~inor tight to isoc inal F1 folds 






Dla Tecton-ic slides, 
.. 
/ 
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that repeated phases of .recumbent folding affected the rocks in the 
area, and suggests th~t the major . recumb~nt S.E. facing F2 ·structures 
present along the North coast of the peninsula have been downfolded in 
the central ~art of the· Brulingto~ Pen i nsula by l~ter F3 structures, 
DeGrace suggests that the major structures were upright and that the 
limbs "of .these folds have . been vertically .shortened to form southward 
facing rec1.1mbent folds along the north coast of the penfnsula. The 
information available from · the Rambler Area may f.{t either of these r. 
interpretat i ons . 
6.2 Geological Setting Rambler Area 
6. 2.1 . Deposit i aria 1 mod~·l - Ramb 1 er Are· a 
The available structural information does not suggest that large 
scale repetition of the stratigraphy in the Rambler Area is present. 
. . 
The apparent gener~l dip of the rocks is towards the N.E. at approxi~ately 
30 to 40 degrees, and the·available facing criteria suggests that the 
sequence is younger towards the N.E ... Contacts between the volcanic 
lithofacies units are 3radational and no evidence to suggest the. 
- . 
possibility of a major unconformity is present in the area·, nor is there 
evidence to ·suggest the~presence 6f .major .fault or slide. 
On the basis of the availabl~ information, it is possible t6 construct 
a s.impl istic depositional model .: .-





sequence is observed in the Rambler Area (lithofacies A, Figure 4). 
Onset of proximal vent facies explosive basic·volcanism, with 
. ' 
deposition of agglomerates, tuffs,.waterlain tuffs, and vo l cano-
genic sediment, artd extrusion of localised pillow. l ~va units 
(lithofacies B). 
(c) · Explosive extrusion of a predominantly rhyolitic magma .to f9rm 
a proximal acid pyroclastic pile (lithofacies .D), and a m·ore 
distal mixed ·acid and basic pyroclastic terrain (lithofacies C). 
Deposition of the basic pyroc l astic rocks continued during and 
after the extrusion of the atid material. 
(d) Deposition of\ thick unit of predominantly basic volcanic 
sediment and/or wat~rlain tuff with local extrusion of pillow 
. . 
lava units (lithofacies E}, this unit represents a more distal 
and quieter environment. 
The deposition of the volcanic seq.uence was----followed by intrusion 
of the Burlington ·Granodiorite in the West, and the· Cape Brule' Porphyry· . 
in the East.· The basic intrusive rocks may have been intruded during 
build up of the volcanic pile both in the Rambler Area and to the East, and 
· may in part·feed the basic lavas. 
A schematic pre~deformational reconstruction of the stratigraphy 
-'. 
is ptesented in Figure 9, the continued presence of pillow lavas in the 
~equence implies tbat the rocks are marine in ofigin. The apparent 
stratigrap~ic position of mineralisation in the area is shown in Figures 
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6·.2.2 Minera~isatiort in the Rambler Area · 
The Ming.Ore DepQsit (Chapter 5) i~ shown to lie on th~ N.E. 
side of ttie central acid" pyroclastic terrain and" at the top of the acid 
pyroclasti"c pile. "The . sulphide horizons exhibit a complex facies .. 
.. 
reTatiorishiR with acid .and b~sic tuffaceo~s . and/or sedimentary rocks, 
and contain very minor gangue minerals; ·this feature suggests that 
d~p.osition of the sulph)des occurred rapidly, perhaps with the sul,phides 
flowing·into the environment. 
The'Rarnbler Ore oe'posit which was a .massive zinc-copper producer,. 
and which was describ.ed by Gale {1971), show·$ gross similarities to the 
Ming Deposit. The ore body lies within th~ mixe.d acid and basic volcanic 
terrain. The sequence beneath the deposit ftppears to be truncated by a 
low angle fault; however, large acid fr~gme~ts'are present in a basic 
chloritic matrix in the ,vicinity of the mine, acjd tuff units 
occur in the hangingwall; and silicic rocks and quartz-chlorite schists 
are present in the footwall of the mine. These factors suggest that the 
ore body was deposited on. the margins of the main acid centre in . the 
Rambler Area. Th~ horizon bearing the Ming Qeposit and the Rambler 
Deposit · are probably equivalent, however, 'faulting and fol~.ing (Figure 3, 
4 and 7) prevent certain correlation . 
') 
The E'ast Ore Deposit was a disseminated and stringer chalco.-
.. 
pyrite-pyrrhotite body,.def\ned by cut off grade,and no massive sulphide 
horiionswere noted (Gale, 1971). The deposit is strat{form and 
conformable to minon,thinly bedded acid tuff horizons in ' the hanging-
116 
wall, · and the sulphides occur in a host r.o·ck of ·quartz-chlorite schist. 
On surface a unit of pyrite and··maripos·ite 'be'aring si,l'ic · rock~ is · 
1 atera 11 y equi iia 1 ent to :the ch~ 1 copyrHO-pyY.rhot i te deposit at,-Oe~th ~ · . \ . 
locally basic volcanic sediments are recognisable on surface, and a 
sihgle ~xposure shows the presence of ·p~rite~quartz stockwork veiris 
cutting ihe · ~olcanic ~edim~nt. The East Zone Deposit cannot be 
directly related to ~he Ming or ,to ttie Ramber D.eposit; ' however, its 
app~rent situation in basic sediment,. the presence of th1nly bedded 
acid tuffs and the presence of mari pos ite bea.ri ng pyritic · s i1 i ci c rocks-:-
. ·' 
may suggest tliat the mine:alisation occurr~d in relationship tot~~ .. 
massi.ve SU·lphide mineralisation', and may re'presenf a distal ·fac .ie's 
diss~minated s;ulphide deposit; related to· the a~id centre. To the south 
. . . . 
of the East Deposi.t, the acid pyroclastic rocks are more -abundent. 
The Big Rambler P.ond deposit is .comparable to the East Ore· Body. 
The country rock appears to be comprised of basic sediment, and basic 
pillowed rocks and pyrite and mariposite bearing ~hert beds are present 
in the vicinity of the depos1t. 
Numerous other showings are known in the Rambler Area; they lie 
predominantly within ltthofacies Band C. They are always spatially 
.related to silicic rocks ·and/or quartz sericite schist horizons. 
In conclusion it is probable that the main phase of sulphid~ 
mineralisation in the Rambler Area relates to the subma.rine. acfd· 
pyro~la~tic c_entre,_.and to?k pl .ace· towards the.end of the acid volcanism. 
The massive sulphide mineralisation may represent proximal facies mineral-
11 7 
, 
while the 'disseminated mineralisation may represent mo~e djstal 
facies depos~tion in a basin of basic sedim~nf. The stratiform nature of· 
' . . 
·the ore bodies suggest , that the larger depos{ts may ha ~e been d~posited . 
at .the ocean floor/se~ water interface. The smaller · showing~ may · 
re.present small.er deposjts· of sy~genetic sulphide rnine.ra l isat ion or rn~y · · 
_____ e_rhap; be e igenet i c depositS formed from mig ra.t i ng su 1 ph i de be a, ring \ 
.fluids 1 the voltanic pile. The Rresence of m~ ripo~i te ~~d pyrite ' 
bearing chert be-ds indicat~s that .exhalative aCtivity. wa·s d·efin·itely 
taking place during volcanism~ and. the a~soc~ation of marip6site. and · · 
I ' o • 
pyrite be~ring silicic r6cks ~ith .all t he economic deposits in the ~rea, 
ahd with many of the · showings su~gest t~at minei~li~ation wa~ ~xhalati ~e 
in origin . The difference in sulphide compositi on of the various ore 
. . 
deposits may perhaps relate to the d i stanc~ of sulphide migration ,~om 
the main soorce, .or to · differ~nt vent sources. To date no defi ~ i te 
· . la~~i stockwork ~one of · mineralis~tion has. been r~ported in the. Rambl~r · 
Area in association wHh the "sulph.ide deposi.ts; if such a zone is .presen't . · 
. . . . 
it may be displaced from the sulphide deposits t,hemselves an·d poss·i bly · 
awaits discovery. If such a zone exists or has not been r~moved"by · 
• 
. erosion ·it has still to be located. 
Complex faulting or folding, presently·unrecognised, may be 
respons.ib.le for the juxtapos i tion of the di·fferen t types of . deposi t s ; 
\ 
6.2.3 Regional Setting 
The gecilog i ~al · and tectonic setting of massive sulphiije deposi t s 
- 118 -
• • '-1 
have received much .attel')tion in the literature within the past . several 
years, and not.eable reviews and publications have been made by Sangster 
(1972), Constantin.ou and Govett (1972), Riddler ·(l973b) Hutchinson (1973), 
and Lambert and Sato (1974). Within the· f .ramework of t he ideas expressed 
. . 
. . 
by these a.nd many other authors, the rocks i ri the Ramb 1 er· Area can be 
consi~ered to represent the evolution of a small vo~cantc basin ( Fig. 9 )·i 
. . . 
·. miner.alisati.on took pl 'ace· prpbably as. exli_alite- towards the end of a 
.. 
phase . of rhyolitic vulcanism rqund a .rhyolitic·centre; the · ro~ k s ·in 
. . 
t_he iminediate Ra~1bler Area repres_ent proximal fac-ies materia l while. the 
rocks to t~e N .. and N~E. of th~ area represent ~ore distal fac ies 
material in the 
Pacquet H.aro·our 
dev~~nt of ._the ba.sin. ·· It .seems P.robab l e ~hat the . 
Group U8derlies,. or. ffiCIY,. in part be ·laterally equ i valent 
to the Cape .st: Jolin .Gr.oup, the a·u.thor would 1 ike to suggest that acid 
rocks are mui:h more abundant in· the Pacquet Harbour Gro'up t~an is 
generally recognised, and · the exact dei ·ineati~n 'of the· na_ture of t he · 
· Pacque.t Harbour Group must ·await .detailed .studies of. the entire 
Bur\ington .Peninsula. - · 
The nature of mjneralisation in the Rambler Area· has gener~lly · 
b~en.r~co~nised : to be eni~matic (Hutchinson, 1973; Strong~ 1973) wi thin 
· the framework of- the overall plate-tectonic setting ir:J ·the ·Newfoundland 
Appa 1 ath.i ans ·in that the. ore deposits in -the area apparently shoVI 
. . 
conflicting evidence of Cyprus type (Gale, 1973) and Kuroko type 
(Heenan, 1973) origin . . Gal ~ ·{]971, 1973) has analysed the country rocks 
I 






He ·suggests that the nine . tholeiitic analyses are co1i1parable to analyses 
of modern · ophiolitic pillow lava sequehces. It i~ pointed out that no 
.evidence- has been reported to suggest the presence of ari ophio1ite 
stratigra.phy,,- or a dismember~d ophiolite stratigraphy- in ·tre· Pacquet 
Harbot,rr Group; . oceanic tholeiitic rocks .are common within island arcs 
and in Archean . greenstone belt.s, and furthermore, the complexly deformed, 
metamoiphosed, and alte;~d state of the rocks irt the Rambler.Area are 
. . . 
liable to lead to misleading interpretation without ~etailed, numerous, 
-and carezul ·chemic,al r~nalyses. · Relatively undeformed sulph.ide bodies 
. (. 
of a si~ilar aspect. to th~ East Ore Deposit are - present in the Buc~ans 
district (J. Thurlow~ per?. comnL, '1975), and de .formed · dep~sits are · 
pre:;ent. in the ·Nciranda.district . (D.F . . Sangster, per~. comm, 1973.); these 
I'.' ' deposits are interpreted to repres'ent stockwork mineralisation in 
association with chloritisation and si _Hcification o_f the country rocks 
"'I 
and are not immediately ~ssociated with massive .sulphides. The . deposits 
are · uneconoll)i~ ·and · as such have received 1 ittle at.tentipn .. in . the 
literature. 
The presence of acid · llol<::anic · rocks in the hangingwall of the 
., 
·East Ore Deposit, and the abundance of ·acid rocks in the--Rambler Ar~a. 
the l.ack of ophiolite ?tratigraptiy in tlie are_a., ·and ·the apparent 
contemporaneity of all the· sulphide deposits in · the Ramble'r Area d·o not. 
support the cont:e·ntion . that the East Ore Deposit has a Cypr_us .type· 
origin. The conclusion is that the deposits are more .akin to Archean 






It is i·nteresting to note· that komatiitic volcanics are abundant 
in 1\rchaea.n. volcani~ terrains, and are thb.ught to result from unstable . 
. .. . . .. . 
. crustal ' conditions·, and l:ar.ge sc'ale ' partial melting of .mantle materi~l: . . 
. 
~utihinson (1973), has.pointed .ouf the metaJ ~buod~ncei (Cu~Z~) in t~e 
niineralisation in .the Rambler Area is indicative of "primitive" crusfa~ 
conditions as were ·present in Archaean terrains, . and thi .s 'observation is · 
in agreement with Gale's analyses. 
. . 
. , 
_If .it is accepted that the ·rocks .in the Rambler Area are -
I . 
representative of pri~Hive crustal conditions, the. problem exist~ ·as · 
. to whkh ·particular tect'oni c. eiwi ron~ent produced , ·these conditions. · 
,. 
· . Witlljn the··frame\'mrk of curre·ntly proppsed models . (Section 1-5) that of· 
H~tchinson .(197~) app~ars to be a front r~nne~ . Hutchin~oh suggests that ·· 
.. 
the rocks in the Rambler Area were deposifed dur·ing ·the initial stages 
. . . . .; . . . ' . 
of.develo~m~nt of an island arc sjstem, whether th~ i~land arc wil~ .· 
prove to . be related to · ini~ial developmen·t of a. ·Pre-Burfingtonian 
. . ' 
. island · ~rc (Kenn~dy 1973, 1975~) or whether ~hey relate to tniti~l 
development of a centra~ Newfoundlari~ Ordovi~ia~ · island arc system 
(Strt?ng; 1974; ·.DeGrace et al., . l97~b), or whether' their origin may · 
fall within some other tectonic nypothesis ·must await detailed 








6~3 Outstanding P~oblems 
· ·. ;he fo.llowing tA_:ics . : r_.~ . s~~ges~ed for further work ·· within the 
. Pacquet Ha~bdur Group: ~~~~~' 




H~r~o~r Group outside the immediate'area of Rambler Mines. 
. Who~e r6ck ~eochemical studies of regional extent and in the 
immeq\ate vi.cinity of the mines. 
· · Co-o~d~~ation of all currently available and future data 
.· obta1ned f~am· geolog.i,eal, geochemical and geophysical surveys 
.· and. from diamond drilling in order to permit a realistic g~ological 
~nalys~s through6ut the Pacquet ~arbour Group. 
. . . ,· 
Investig~tion~ of ·the co-exi~~ing sulphide phases in the Ming Mine, 
·· an.d. a field· study of the relationship between sulphide and 
·s·ilicate·-mfner_al ~s during . repeated deformation . 
...... 
• I 
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